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ABSTRACT 

For many people, science is a difficult subject to understand or enjoy. However, science fiction 

can help the public to understand and engage with science. This case study of Doctor Who 

fandom in South Korea shows that fans are exposed to scientific information from the television 

show, indicating that science fiction can be a good way to bridge the gap between science and 

the public. Moreover, in this study, Doctor Who fans address and discuss the issues related to the 

science fiction genre in South Korea. Since 2000, the Korean government has promoted “science 

culture” policy, emphasizing the cultural aspect of science. The government has built 

infrastructure to encourage the public to engage science in their daily lives. This study suggests 

that with greater attention and resources from the government, science fiction fandom can enrich 

the growth of a “science culture” in a grassroots effort.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 In a local coffee shop, my friend JY and I had the following conversation.   

JY: “Have you watched Doctor Who?” 

Me: “What? Doctor Who? What is it?” 

JY: “It’s a sci-fi television show from BBC. One day, I saw it on TV. I didn’t know KBS 

imported it. It is quite an interesting program.” 

Me: “You watching sci-fi? That’s new!” 

JY: “I know. I enjoy watching it . . . and actually, because of Doctor Who, I became 

interested in physics. Could you believe it? I looked into a black hole.” 

Me: “Wow. . . . that’s something!” 

My friend JY has a BA, MA, and PhD in the Humanities. She is definitely not a science 

person at all. The science fiction series, Doctor Who, actually opened a physics world to my 

friend that she’d never thought she might be interested in. This conversation with her triggered 

me to think that a science fiction television series could be a good way to attract people to 

science, so I began to do some preliminary research. Based on my initial investigation, few 

studies examine how being a science fiction fan affects one’s attitude toward science. This 

dissertation takes a significant first step toward developing such understanding by assessing 

linkages among science policy, science communication and fans’ consumption of Doctor Who in 

South Korea.  

 Science and Technology (S&T) has penetrated deeply into our everyday lives in various 

ways. Gregory and Miller (1998), who examined the importance of science among the public, 

addressed the social value of S&T when they stated, “the scientific establishment and national 

governments insist that the public must understand science if they are to be useful citizens 

capable of functioning correctly as workers, consumers, and voters in a modern technological 

world” (p. 1). This viewpoint indicates that understanding science has become essential for us to 

live in a modern society and is crucial for future individuals and nations both economically and 

politically. However, in spite of this awareness, there still exists a huge communication gap 
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between the scientific community and the public. There are many reasons for this gap, including 

the belief that science is for scientists, not for the public. This belief would lead some to question 

how to cultivate scientific interest in the general public, and has challenged scholars in science 

communication studies to find more effective ways to promote science in democratic societies. 

Noting the gap between science and the public, delegates from the Organisation for Economic 

Co-operation and Development (OECD), which aims to enhance the economic, social and 

environmental issues around the world, discussed how to promote public understanding of 

science and technology through scientific literacy (OECD Working papers, 1997). This indicates 

that communicating science effectively is considered not just a personal issue, but a matter of 

national and international importance.  

While there are numerous avenues into understanding and closing the gap between 

science and the public, this study explores popular culture—specifically science fiction television 

programs—as a channel of science communication (SciCom). It is noteworthy that the public 

spends more time watching television compared to other media formats (NOP World Culture 

Score “Media Habits” Index, 2005). This dissertation examines how a popular science fiction 

television series, Doctor Who, communicates to its fans, in order to understand how fans interpret 

a popular science-related text as well as how it affects their attitude toward science. The 

assumption is that science fiction programs can lead audiences to gain knowledge about, and 

become interested in, science. Doctor Who will be examined as a case study, focusing on the 

fandom aspect of SciCom in the South Korean context. This dissertation is in keeping with Hook 

and Brake’s (2010) assertion that science needs to be investigated as a cultural activity:  

Science is socially constructed culture and therefore science communication must always 

be aware of the cultural context of its outreach. The setting, staging and examples used 

in science communication all resonate with metaphors drawn from the public’s 

interactions with stage, screen and literature. Properly used these links can dramatically 

raise the effectiveness of science communication activities . . . popular culture can be 

one of the most effective tools within the science communicator’s toolbox. (p. 48)  
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Prior science studies have focused on science as culture (Snow, 1959; Franklin, 1995; Bly, 

2010). Approaching science as culture and discussing the relationship between science and the 

science fiction genre are nothing new; however, few scholars have explored the science fiction 

genre as part of science culture. The genre of science fiction may add a different aspect of 

approaching science not only from the scientist’s perspective, but also from the public’s. Several 

scholars have discussed scientific knowledge in science fiction films and television programs 

(Jeong, 2002; Krauss, 2007; Lambourne, Shallis, & Shortland, 1990). These scholars examined 

scientific ideas on the films/television programs that gave audiences a chance to learn scientific 

knowledge. Also, scholars not only in science studies but also in audience studies have examined 

Star Trek and Doctor Who for many years (Coppa, 2006; Fiske, 1992; Hill, 2010; Jenkins, 1988; 

Leith, 2013; Tulloch & Jenkins, 1995). Building on such prior knowledge, this study explores the 

potential for combining a newer aspect of Doctor Who fandom (audience studies) with science 

communication (science studies).  

 This dissertation examines a specific science fiction television program—Doctor Who—

within a specific social context, South Korean culture. Doctor Who, as an example of Western 

science fiction television, also offers an opportunity to examine exogenous influences on SF 

culture/fandom and science policy in South Korea. Because of its 50-year history1 and the cultural 

influence of Doctor Who, many scholars have investigated the show. Multiple studies of Doctor 

Who have examined it not only as a cultural text (Britton, 2011; Chapman, 2013; Chen, 2008; 

Fiske, 1983; Hill, 2008; Hill, 2010; Leach, 2009; McKee, 2001; Newman, 2005; Perryman, 2008; 

Tulloch & Alvarado, 1984) but also as an audience study (Booth, 2010; Booth, 2013; Booth & 

Kelly, 2013; Johnson, 2012; Hadas, 2009; Leitch, 2013; McKee, 2004; Porter, 2012; Tulloch & 

Jenkins, 1995). However, very few studies explore Doctor Who from a science communication 

perspective, asking how fans’ attitudes change toward science after watching the show. In this 

dissertation, Doctor Who is examined as a case study of how popular culture has reshaped the 

impression of science by the public, specifically among fans. This study asks fans of Doctor Who 

how and why they consume Doctor Who. This dissertation does not evaluate the representation 

                                                        
1 BBC website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01l9ntt 
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or accuracy of science in science fiction television, but rather investigates the links between 

science fiction fandom and public attitudes toward science. Therefore, this investigation will 

demonstrate the value of fandom studies in the field of SciCom. In addition, this dissertation 

demonstrates that Korean scholars/society focus little attention on science fiction or fandom’s 

impact on the country’s social and cultural environment, and argues that they should.  

Background of the Study 

The Popularity of Doctor Who in South Korea 

Since the first episode aired in 1963, Doctor Who has become a cultural phenomenon all 

over the world. Clute and Nicholls (1993) described Doctor Who as the “longest-running UK sf tv 

series for children, Dr Who, eventually revealed as a Time Lord, travels back and forth in time 

and space, accompanied by various people in his TIME MACHINE, the Tardis” (p. 345). Today, 

Doctor Who fans are located all over the world, and its influence is phenomenal.  In 2012, Doctor 

Who was featured on the cover page of Entertainment Weekly magazine in the U.S., reflecting its 

popularity and its influence on other U.S. television programs such as Grey’s Anatomy (ABC), 

Supernatural (CW), Community (NBC), and The Late Late Show (CBS). Some Doctor Who 

characters have been mentioned in this show, which indicates their broad recognition (Collis, 

2012). 

Doctor Who has become popular not only in the U.S., but also in South Korea. In 2009, 

Doctor Who was recognized as the most popular foreign drama of the year at The Seoul 

International Drama Awards (Leschasin, 2009). In 2005, Doctor Who was relaunched, imported 

and aired by the Korean Broadcasting System (KBS), one of four major television networks in 

South Korea. The popularity of Doctor Who led KBS to air subsequent seasons of Doctor Who 

and stimulated several different cable channels to import and broadcast the program. Doctor Who 

has been available to South Korean audiences through different forms of translation. As noted 

above, KBS has broadcast a Korean dubbed version of the show since 2005 (Hong, 2005). Two 

cable channels, FOX and BBC Entertainment in Korea, have aired a Korean subtitled version of 

the show since 2006 (Lee, 2006; Lim, 2010).  
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 The South Korean Doctor Who fandom has been largely built through online 

communities. Hundreds of online fan communities and thousands of blog postings related to 

Doctor Who have appeared on Korean portal sites such as NAVER and DAUM, which host fan-

created Doctor Who cafés and blogs. A café is an online forum service where people can 

communicate and share their interests by posting pictures, music, and comments (Jung, 2010). A 

blog is a personal website on which individuals record, write, express, and share their interests, 

thoughts, and feelings. Because NAVER and DAUM have been ranked the top portal sites in 

Korea (Choo, 2007; Schwartz, 2006), they were chosen for searching Doctor Who fan community 

because most Korean web users use these two sites rather than well-known Western search 

engines like Google (Choe, 2007; Stat Counter, 2011; Rankey, 2012). The numbers of postings 

on blogs and cafes reveal the online popularity of Doctor Who. The search result from NAVER on 

March 23, 2012 showed 27,449 blog postings, 205 cafés, and 39,804 café postings related to 

Doctor Who. In addition, DAUM showed 221,593 blog postings, 83 cafés, and 200,988 café 

postings. These results demonstrate the popularity of Doctor Who as well as how actively South 

Korean audiences post and otherwise communicate on line about Doctor Who. 

Science & Technology in Korean national policy 

It is important to understand the development of science and technology (S&T) in a social 

context because it may give a better understanding of the relationship between science and 

society (Brake, 2010). The growth of S&T in South Korea has a unique history, because it played 

an important role in the country’s transition from developing to developed country status. Since 

the Korean War (1950-1953), the South Korean government has emphasized S&T as the key 

element for economic development. The government has heavily promoted the initiation and the 

expansion of S&T. Therefore, S&T has to be considered in the view of its relationship with the 

government. The development of S&T in South Korea was driven by the government rather than 

by the public needs. One way to examine this relationship is to review the history of Korean S&T 

policies so as to show the meaning of S&T in a Korean context.  

The Korean government first introduced S&T to the public within a national policy entitled 

“First Five Year Economic Development Plan” in 1962-1966, which was commissioned to improve 
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the country’s economic status (OECD, 1996, p. 19). Thus, the government has promoted S&T as 

a key element of economic development. Since the Korean War, South Korea has shown rapid 

economic growth within just six decades. According to the 1996 review from OECD, the “per 

capita revenue has risen from about $300 in 1955 to $10,000 today. . . . Korea has become the 

eleventh world economic power, in terms of GDP, and the seventh industrial power, in terms of 

manufacturing value added” (p. 135). OECD reviews affirmed that S&T has played a crucial role 

in South Korea’s successful economic growth. Table 1 shows the evolution of each decade of 

S&T development during Korea’s industrialization. 
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Table 1: Main aspects of industrial policy and S&T policy since the 1960s  
 

 Industrialization S&T development 

1960s Develop import-substitution industries Initiate S&T education 

 
Expand export-oriented light industries 

 

Construct scientific and technological 
infrastructure 
 
 

 Support producer-goods industries Promote foreign technology imports 

1970s Expand heavy and chemical industries Expand technical training 

 Shift emphasis from capital imports to 
technology imports 

Improve institutional mechanism for 
adapting imported technology 
 

 Strengthen export-oriented industrial 
competitiveness 
 

Promote research applicable to industrial 
needs 
 

1980s Transform industrial structure to 
advanced and balanced form 
 

Develop and acquire top-level scientists 
and engineers 
 

 Expand technology-intensive industry Perform national R&D projects efficiently 

 Encourage human resource development 
and improve productivity of industries 
 

Promote industrial technology 
development 
 

1990s Promote adjustment of industrial structure 
and technical innovation 
 

Realign national R&D projects 
 
 

 Promote efficient use of human and other 
resources 
 

Strengthen demand-oriented technology 
development system 
 

 Improve information network 
 
 

Internationalize R&D systems and 
information networks 
 

  Construct S&T infrastructure 

Source:  STEPI.  

 
Note: From Reviews of national science and technology policy Republic of Korea p. 30, by 
OECD, 1996, Paris: Head of Publication Service, OECD. 
 

As Table 1 implies, S&T has been developed in response to South Korea’s economic and 

industrial needs rather than cultural needs. The emphasis on S&T education was initiated 

because educated labor was needed for industries. The major purpose of emphasizing S&T was 

to build a steady industrialized society. Because of the government’s position on the economic 

value of S&T, the general public was offered a limited view of S&T. S&T in South Korea was part 
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of government-driven development, which was deemed necessary for “a rising standard of living” 

(Russell, 2002), so the development of S&T in South Korea has been conducted not according to 

the public’s need, but rather by the government’s control. To this point, Chung (2010) explained 

the characteristics of S&T in South Korea: 

The industrialization of Korea in the early phase was a process of learning how to absorb 

and improve on imported foreign technologies for industrial development. Technological 

learning, as opposed to indigenous technology development, was at the core of the 

development strategy. (p. 337)  

In South Korea, S&T has been considered only in the context of national economic development 

and not in a cultural context. OECD pointed out the current status of Korean S&T:  

R&D investment, however, is not yet comparable to that of the advanced economics, 

either in absolute or in relative terms. The number and quality of high-calibre scientists 

are too low. Overall capability in basic science and core technology is weak. . . . While 

Korea’s national system of innovation has built up a comprehensive structure, the 

efficiency of the respective subsystems and the interaction among them need to be 

improved. (OECD, 1996, p. 20)  

Additional concerns about the future of S&T in Korea are due to the decreasing number of 

Korean young people studying S&T in college (Russell, 2002). Dr. Soon-chang Yoon, a professor 

of Atmospheric Science and Associate Dean of Planning at Seoul National University shared his 

observation on students’ attitude toward S&T compared to his own experience decades earlier. 

Dr. Yoon explained, “When I was in high school [in the 1960s], science was prestigious. …Being 

a scientist meant being proud. …But today’s students are more interested in careers that pay 

well” (Russell, 2002, p.1991). Russell (2002) cited the economic crisis in the late 1990s as a main 

reason for this social phenomenon of declining student enrollments in S&T majors. As Dr. Yoon’s 

comment implies, S&T is no longer a prestigious and well-paid career field in the minds of young 

students (Koo, 2002). A 2002 study reflected this social trend: only 27% of high school students 

applied for college admission to scientific fields; among them, most wanted to work in the medical 

field, not in science fields (Koo, 2002). This situation can be explained by changing attitudes 
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toward science in South Korea. According to Shim, Kim, and Murtin (2008), young South Koreans 

are familiar with “modern ideas, industrialization, capitalism, and individualistic ideals all the time. 

Therefore, they are more likely to change their collectivist ideals and adopt a more individual 

sense of being” (p. 51). Changes in economic status and social values have led to different 

attitudes toward science. Therefore, it is important to consider how to communicate S&T 

information effectively to the public. At this point, popular culture appears to be a viable 

alternative for disseminating S&T information rather than traditional science programs such as 

science documentaries, science education programs, and science news (Merzagora, Millington, & 

Scandola, 2006; Göpfert, 2006). With the increasing potential of popular culture to influence daily 

life, this study examines how popular media can increase public awareness and knowledge of 

science.  

The Korean government is aware of these changes, especially shifting attitudes toward 

science, and has recently established new changes in its S&T policy. According to a 2011 major 

policies report from the Korean Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, the government 

will emphasize Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and Math (STEAM) in primary and 

secondary education. The purpose of STEAM is “to promote interest and understanding of 

science technology and to nurture the ability to engage in converged thinking and solving 

problems” (Ministry of Education Science and Technology, 2011, p. 15). STEAM is a new branch 

of teaching discipline, focusing on a different angle of science that can unify many different 

subjects. STEAM is a teaching discipline, focusing on a different angle of science that can 

integrate many different subjects.  STEAM presents science as a bigger and more diverse 

influence in our daily lives, as Yakman (2010) explains, “We now live in a world where you can’t 

understand Science without Technology, which couches most of its research and development in 

Engineering, which you can’t create without an understanding of the Arts and Mathematics” (p. 3). 

STEAM is based on STEM education, adding an art division within the hard science studies 

because “the arts contain all of the divisions that interact with the pure possibilities of the other 

fields to shape the direction of development” (Yakman, 2010, p. 5). Previous STEM education 

heavily emphasized S&T, marginalizing various branches of the arts, but these marginalizing 
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phenomena may not provide a full contextual understanding to the students. Therefore, STEAM 

advocates a multidisciplinary approach to S&T, with Art included, so students can have a clearer 

understanding of their interests and future career options. Reinforcing STEAM policy is a new 

approach to refresh the value of S&T, not as economic development, but as an element of 

everyday life. It indicates that the Korean government realizes that past policies had a limited 

economic view on S&T and is aware of the broader benefits of S&T. With the inclusion of Art, 

S&T can be approached from many different angles, including popular culture.  

Science Culture Policy in South Korea 

As the Korean government has begun to incorporate an art perspective on science 

education through STEAM, it also initiated a national science policy beginning in 2000 (Kim & 

Choi, 2012). According to the Ministry of Science and Technology (2007), the Korean government 

chose the term science culture as encompassing ‘popularization of science,’ ‘the public 

understanding of science,’ and ‘public participation in science.’ The Ministry described science 

culture in the following manner: 

a shared life form associated with science and technology. Science culture, as a total 

value aggregate, builds the environment of improving the quality of life and the 

development of science and technology at the material and spiritual level. Science culture 

emerges when science and technology interacts with other cultures in society. (Ministry 

of Science and Technology, 2007, p. 7) 

According to Kim and Choi (2012), the government has constructed the science culture 

infrastructure under the Basic Law of Science Technology, which encourages the development of 

science and technology for improving the quality of daily lives, educating science culture experts, 

supporting science culture activities, and building the areas of science culture. In communication, 

especially the government has managed and supported many events for publicizing science. The 

Korea Foundation for the Advancement of Science & Creativity was designed by the Korean 

government with the mission of “establishing a creative society based on science communication 

and conversion” (About KOFAC, 2012). This institute has managed Internet sites such as 

Scienceall.com since 1999 and Sciencetimes.co.kr since 2003, and has broadcast ‘Science TV’ 
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since 2007 (Kim & Choi, 2012). As the part of science culture policy, the institute has held events 

such as science camp for students from kindergarten to college, a Korea science creativity 

festival, regional science fairs, a family science festival, and science concerts (What we do, 

2012). As the Korean government emphasizes constructing the infrastructure of science culture, 

at the same time it considers space exploration an essential future industry for the country. 

Therefore, space programs have been regularly promoted to the public through the media since 

the late 1990s.  According to the Korea Aerospace Research Institute (KARI), the Korean 

government initiated the Korean Astronaut Program (KAP) as part of the national long-term space 

development plan in 2004, and KAP marks the first government science project that encourages 

public involvement through coverage in various media. The government provided exclusive rights 

to one television network to cover every KAP event, just like the Olympics. In 2006, the Seoul 

Broadcasting System (SBS)—one of three principal television networks—became the major 

broadcaster of KARI and committed to air every KAP event. Most Korean media—print, 

television, and the Internet—follow every major KAP event. Space projects are big national 

events that many people follow, similar to the Olympics. The principal television networks—KBS, 

MBC, and SBS—have produced many space-related programs intended to educate and 

persuade audiences of the need for a space industry in Korea.  

 In 2005, when the Korean Astronaut Program was in full swing, the Korean Broadcasting 

System (KBS) imported the relaunched Doctor Who and aired the series every Saturday night 

(Hong, 2005). Howe, Stammers, and Walker (1994) described Doctor Who as “an ambitious 

space/time adventure serial” (p. 337), suggesting the program might encourage viewers to 

become more familiar with space and to simplify space-related concepts to viewers. Doctor Who 

seems a more entertaining and natural way for people to get familiar with space compared to 

science documentary programs. Also, Doctor Who became the most popular foreign drama of the 

year in Korea (Leschasin, 2009). While some readers may question whether or not there is a 

correlation between the timing of the space project and the importation of Doctor Who, I endeavor 

to make the association through interviews with the media production team that imported Doctor 

Who. At the same time, even if there is no direct connection between KAP and importing Doctor 
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Who, it is possible to link the popularity of Doctor Who and science culture policies. The main 

purpose of this dissertation is not to focus on the cause and effect of the popularity of Doctor 

Who, but rather to examine the popularity of Doctor Who and its fandom from a SciCom 

perspective, exploring how the popularity of Doctor Who may lead people to get interested in 

space/science culture policy. Through this study I aim to discover relationships between the 

popularity of Doctor Who and Korea’s space project/science culture policy.  

The History of Science Fiction in South Korea 

The history of the SF genre and SF culture in South Korea is short. According to Han 

(2012), the history of SF in South Korea may be organized in four eras: the beginning of SF 

literature (1900-1940s), the wider expansion to the public (1950s-1960s), the drastic decline of 

SF literature (1970s-1980s), and the restoring of SF literature (late 1990s). The first period, the 

beginning of SF literature, occurred from 1900 to 1940 when SF print materials were imported 

during the Japanese occupation. Therefore, most imported literature was translated. In this 

period, SF literature did not become popular because Korean readers were not familiar with 

western popular culture. The second period, from 1950 to 1960, is called the wider expansion to 

the public. After independence from Japan, SF literature was actively promoted. The first Korean 

SF novel came out and several science fiction magazines were published. Also, a Korean SF 

writers club was organized in this time period. The third era, from 1970 to 1980, saw a drastic 

decline of SF literature. During this time period, South Korea was under a military dictatorship and 

in the process of industrialization. Because of social circumstances at the time, practical roles of 

literature were emphasized over aesthetic ones. As a result, SF literature was largely treated as 

children’s literature. The last period, restoring SF literature, occurred in the late 1990s under the 

influence of emerging new media such as personal computers (PCs), the Internet and changing 

social conditions. Han (2012) described the social changes in 1990s as “growth of people who 

spent their adolescence in the 1970s, the end of the cold war and the coming of postmodernism, 

and the thirst for scientific knowledge” (p. 219). In this time period, SF fandom became 

established, and the first SF expert magazine, SF Magazine, was published. Publication 

companies printed many foreign SF classics and SF theory books. This brief review has shown 
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that Korea does not have a long history of SF literature, SF culture, and SF fandom; even so, 

Korea has developed its own way to build SF culture and fandom. As noted, emerging new 

media, especially PCs and Internet, contributed significantly to the growth of Korean SF fandom 

in the 1990s. Han (2012) distinguished three different periods of Korean SF fandom development: 

the personal computer communication, website, and personal blog eras. According to Han 

(2012), during the first period four major PC communication clubs were established, the first one 

organizing in September 1989. SF conventions were active venues for SF club founders and 

became the venue for the Gwacheon International SF Film Festival in 2010. Fans used PC SF 

clubs to discuss the social roles of SF, the problems of translation, and so on. Their debates were 

diverse and deep. The second period of Korean SF fandom was dubbed the website era because 

fans used their personal webpages to express and discuss their opinions on SF films, games, 

and animations; these fans’ webpages evolved into SF communities later. Also, fans held “SF 

parties” or conventions for active offline gatherings. The last period is the personal blog era, in 

effect since 2000. Emerging new media such as blogs, microblogs (cafés or mini home pages2) 

encourage more diverse and active fandom. Fans actively share information and communicate 

frequently with each other. Individual online activities promote various activities as SF fans 

manage their blogs or any personal sites such as a SF webzine. SF culture is still developing in 

South Korea as technology evolves. Thus, this study examines the current circumstance of an 

evolving Korean SF culture as it investigates the status of Doctor Who fandom in Korean SF 

culture.  

The science fiction genre has been studied from audience and cultural perspectives 

(Bacon-Smith, 2000; Booker, 2004; Tulloch & Jenkins, 1995). However, no studies in SciCom 

have examined the fandom of a science fiction television program and how it might influence 

viewers’ attitudes toward science. Most audience attitude studies in the Public Understanding of 

Science (PUS) and SciCom literatures were based on scientific literacy; the relation of knowledge 

and attitude. This dissertation approaches public attitudes toward science from fans’ perspective. 

                                                        
2 The term mini home is “a compound word of ‘small=mini‘ and ‘home’ … where people can 
easily make and update their homepage.” (information from 
http://www.skcomms.co.kr/eng/ourServices_02.html) 
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It takes the position that if audience members change their attitude toward science after 

becoming a fan of science fiction television, then the government or science communication 

scholars must pay closer attention to science fiction fandom. Through an improved understanding 

of fandom, government policymakers and SciCom scholars may learn more about the public 

attitudes toward, and interest in, science. This is important because such knowledge may lead 

the way to approaching PUS not only through didactic educational perspectives, but through 

entertainment as well. At the same time, this approach reflects a more viewer-oriented 

perspective compared to previous PUS research, which is discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

This chapter reviews how science has been studied in communication, media, and within 

the science fiction genre. It also explores how SF can connect science to the public, focusing on 

audience studies. Specifically, due to the worldwide popularity of the series, political economic 

aspects of Doctor Who are discussed in relation to the science culture in Korea.   

Science and Communication 

The importance of science in modern society has been emphasized at the individual, 

social, and national levels. Gregory and Miller (1998) addressed the value of S&T and the public 

benefits of living in the modern technological world. It would be hard to imagine our lives without 

S&T. In spite of S&T’s benefits and importance, concerns about the communication gap between 

science and the public have been raised by many groups of people such as government policy 

makers, educators, and communication scholars. As the following observations reveal, this gap 

has been expanding for several decades. More than a half century ago, Snow (1959) described 

this communication gap between science and literary intellectuals as two distinct cultures:  

Literary intellectuals at one pole—at the other scientists, and as the most representative, 

the physical scientists. Between the two a gulf of mutual incomprehension—sometimes 

(particularly among the young) hostility and dislike, but most of all lack of understanding. 

They have a curious distorted image of each other. Their attitudes are so different that, 

even on the level of emotion, they can’t find much common ground. (p. 4-5)  

Snow expanded his argument of cultural divides from literary intellectuals to non-scientists and 

the general public. The author also described the two cultures as “two galaxies,” revealing the 

distance between two cultures and the difficulties of communicating with each other. As a 

scientist as well as a novelist, Snow belonged to both cultures, allowing him to acknowledge the 

gap’s danger and, at the same time, to understand the benefits of collaboration for each side. For 

example, Snow indicated that scientists were interested in literature, but they did not see its 

relevance to their topics of interest. Therefore, scientists were gradually becoming isolated from 

literature. Likewise, literary intellectuals generally lost interest in science, finally drifting away from 
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it. Snow argued that this gap between two cultures happened not naturally, but by training. He 

pointed out this cultural divide had been initiated in England, and that educational specialization 

and the division of different social groups were the main reasons for the cultural divide. After fifty 

years, Snow’s two cultures notion has caused many debates from various perspectives (Barash, 

2005; Collini, 2013; Freedman, 2001; Gottschalk, 2008; KoVáč, 2002; Luckhurst, 2007; Ortolano, 

2004). While Snow argued that the education system was the reason for intellectual 

diversification, Day (2004) further discussed the issues of science as it related to government, 

education, and religion. While many scholars have been aware of the existence of cultural divides 

and discussed this issue for years now, few have looked to popular culture as a means for 

bridging the gap between science and the public.  

Since Snow raised these communication issues, communicating about science has been 

studied under the umbrella of Science and Technology Studies (STS), Science Communication 

(SciCom), and Public Understanding of Science (PUS). It is hard to separate each area 

completely because their research agendas overlap. Public learning about science is the focal 

connection in each area. Despite their similarities, each field has a different orientation. STS 

examines science studies in social context; SciCom investigates the communication of science in 

general; and PUS pays more attention to the public and its relationship to the science community.  

Science and Technology Studies 

Historically, Science and Technology Studies (STS) has investigated the role, the value, 

and the interaction of S&T in society. As STS is based on the assumption that “science and 

technology are thoroughly social activities” (Sismondo, 2010, p. 10), research has focused on 

scientific issues associated with political, economic, social, and cultural values of a particular 

society. In a broader sense, STS might subsume the SciCom and PUS areas because STS 

inquires about science broadly in the history of human activity, so any social activities related to 

science might fall under the STS umbrella. Hackett, Amsterdamska, Lynch, and Wajcman (2008) 

identified STS as “an interdisciplinary field that is creating an integrative understanding of the 

origins, dynamics, and consequences of science and technology” (p. 1). In addition, Fuller (2007) 

described STS as “the confluence of three fields with distinct intellectual lineages and 
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orientations: history of science, philosophy of science, and sociology of science” (p. 1). A central 

characteristic of STS is to follow topical issues of S&T from various social perspectives.  

Fuller (2007) distinguished three generations of STS research in periods when science 

played central roles in society: “the logical positivists” (during World War I), “normative guidance” 

(during World War II), and “the sociology of scientific knowledge” (during the Cold War). The first 

generation, logical positivists, endeavored to separate theoretical science from destructive 

technological achievements during World War I. Distinguishing theoretical science from 

technologies used in war was significant for the logical positivists because it was clear that 

science in general played an important role in the war. The second generation focused on 

“science’s past for normative guidance” (p. 1), realizing the role of technology for expanding 

scientific enterprise and producing massive war weapons. The most recent generation of STS 

research reflected the political circumstances during the Cold War, including the potential for 

massive worldwide death and destruction through nuclear war. Each generation showed how 

social and political contexts influenced the aspect of S&T. In the development and the history of 

science, it was hard to understand science outside of its social and political circumstances. This 

aspect of STS research showed that science should be investigated within various social and 

historical contexts. Therefore, this dissertation seeks to understand science policies and the 

public’s attitudes toward science in the Korean context, considering social changes such as 

economic development, generation gap, etc.   

While Fuller (2007) addressed the history of STS, Bowden (1995) discussed how S&T 

was spotlighted in social science and humanities from the mid-1960s through the 1980s. 

Bowden’s review offered background of the development of STS as an interdisciplinary field and 

its development through changes in social science and humanities. In the mid-1960s, historians, 

philosophers, and social researchers started to consider the social influence of S&T. Previous 

scholarship had looked at S&T independently and considered it separately from the social 

context. In the mid-1970s, shifts in philosophy and the history of science encouraged the 

inclusion of scientific knowledge as sociological inquiry. Bridgstock, Burch, Forge, Laurent, and 

Lowe (1998) argued the necessity of considering STS as a part of human activities:   
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…human beings can always decide what research is done, and what is done with the 

results: science and technology are not the product of some unstoppable force, but are 

human products which both shape, and are shaped by, the society from which they 

emerge. For this reason, we all need to have some understanding of the links between 

science, technology and society, whether we are practicing scientists or simply people 

who, every day and in many ways, experience the effects of science and technology. (p. 

4)  

Because authors assessed S&T as the outcome of human social activity, the interaction between 

S&T and society needs to be considered carefully.  

Public Understanding of Science 

Whereas STS examined the interaction of S&T and society, PUS investigated the 

scientific knowledge gap and public attitudes toward science. Thomas and Durant (1987) 

addressed the aim of PUS through the concept of scientific literacy:  

To be scientifically literate is not to be expert in anything in particular, but rather to be 

able to deal effectively with matters scientific as they arise in the course of life; it is to be 

able to cope with science in a way that is both respectful of scientists’ legitimate expertise 

and wary of their many fallibilities and weaknesses; it is to be able to recognize science 

for what it is, and thus to make discerning judgments about its personal and social 

relevance. (Thomas & Durant, 1987, p. 13) 

The authors believed PUS would improve people’s daily lives and deliver benefits to individuals, 

government, and society as a whole. In 1985, Britain’s Royal Society reported the existing levels 

of understanding of science in the U.K., and suggested how to improve PUS in various groups. 

The Council of The Royal Society set up an ad hoc committee to review the meaning and the 

range of public understanding of science technology, seeking effective ways to engage the public 

with science. The committee found general scientific knowledge lacking among the public as well 

as misunderstanding of scientific inquiry as a whole (The Royal Society, 1985). The committee’s 

report presented issues and concerns about PUS as they occurred within different sectors of 

society such as education, mass media, the government, industry, and the scientific community. 
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The report led organizations to assess major issues and concerns related to PUS. The 

Commission of the European Communities (CEC) and American organizations conducted 

surveys which yielded three major findings. First, the public knew the risk of science while at the 

same time they regarded science as one of the most important components for making their life 

better. Second, the public wished to know more about science. Last, scientists and non-scientists 

had different perceptions of scientists: “scientists seeing scientists as typically approachable, 

sociable, open, unconventional, socially responsible, and popular with broad interests, while non-

scientists saw scientists as typically the opposite” (The Royal Society, 1985, p. 13). Based on 

these findings, the report offered recommendations for improving PUS in education, mass media, 

government, industry, and the scientific community. Their suggestions included increasing the 

number of science programs and broadening science education, improving the connection 

between scientists and journalists in mass media, offering more public lectures, museums, and 

other science related activities at social and industrial levels, and encouraging more skilled 

communication with the public by the scientific community (The Royal Society, 1985).  

Bauer, Allum, and Miller (2007) reviewed the history of PUS survey research over two 

decades, showing the results of large-scale surveys conducted through different paradigms 

including “science literacy, public understanding of science and science and society” (p. 79). 

Table 2 summarizes the paradigms, problems and solutions in different periods of PUS.  
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Table 2: Different paradigms, problems and solutions for the Public Understanding of Science 

Period Attribution diagnosis Strategy Research 

Science Literacy (1960s-80s) Public deficit knowledge Measurement of literacy/Education 

Public Understanding (1985-

90s) 

 

Public deficit attitudes 

 

Know × attitude/Attitude change 

Education/Public Relations 

Science and Society (1990s- ) 

 

Trust deficit 

Expert deficit 

Notions of public 

Crisis of confidence 

Participation deliberation 

 

“Angels” mediators 

Impact evaluation 

 
Note. Adapted from “The evolution of public understanding of science—Discourse and 
comparative evidence,” by M. W. Bauer, 2009, Science Technology Society, 14(2), p. 222. 

 
In the science literacy period, the paradigm focused on addressing “a knowledge deficit to an 

insufficiently literate public” (Bauer, Allum, & Miller, 2007, p. 80). Based on this deficit model, 

science education received more emphasis and resources, not just for children, but also for 

adults. Critics stressed presented the limitations of the deficit model in PUS research. One 

recurring issue was how relevant “textbook knowledge” was to developing scientific knowledge. 

Another concerned different countries’ literacy levels, because various countries presented their 

own science history. As each country had unique characteristics, including different levels of 

economic development, scientific development differed as well. However, PUS research did not 

consider these differing levels of scientific development.  

 The next period, termed as PUS paradigm, focused on public attitudes toward science. 

The main concern of this period’s research was the public’s lack of scientific understanding; 

“citizens lack either enough or the right kind of knowledge, and thus fail to display sufficiently 

positive attitude or ‘reasonable’ risk perception” (Bauer, Allum, & Miller, 2007, p. 84). Empirical 

studies showed a weak correlation between positive knowledge and positive attitude toward 

science (Allum, Boy, & Bauer, 2002). This result indicated that possessing scientific knowledge 

did not guarantee an individual’s positive attitude toward science. By the mid 1990s, the PUS 
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research trend moved to consider science in the social context. This trend moved the research 

foci from the public to the scientific community. Based on these issues and concerns in each 

paradigm, Bauer, Allum, and Miller (2007) suggested the following: 

a liberated agenda that might include: contextualizing survey results through a reframing 

of the knowledge-attitude problem and within a framework of science indicators, 

analyzing data in search for cultural indicators, the global integration and analysis of 

longitudinal databases and the mobilization of additional, preferably qualitative data 

streams with a long-term perspective. (p. 90) 

These authors proposed a new perspective of PUS research, but they were not the only scholars 

concerned about the “deficit model.” Layton, Jenkins, Macgill and Davey (1993) summarized the 

difference between cognitive deficit and the interactive models in PUS; the main differences 

among them are shown in Table 3. In the cognitive deficit model, science was centered 

(unproblematic) and the public was considered to be educated (problematic); the relationship 

between science and the public was top-down and one-way. However, because of the social 

context of the interactive model, science and the public was considered more complicated than 

the deficit model allowed. That is, science and citizen in the horizontal communication allows both 

entities to contribute to the conversation or interaction having to do with scientific topics. The 

interactive model recognized that issues of science-centered research caused a lack of 

understanding among the public. In this model, the public was not considered laypersons to be 

educated, but as various groups to be understood in a different social context, based on the 

notion that scientific knowledge had been socially constructed.  
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Table 2.2: Public understanding of science: a comparison of the cognitive-deficit and interactive 

models 

Cognitive deficit model Interactive model 

Downward  
transmission 

 

‘Science’ is coherent, objective, unproblematic, 
and well-bounded. 
 

‘Science’ has problematic boundaries; is unable 
to answer many questions with certitude. 
 

‘Science’ is central to decisions about practical 
action in everyday life. 
 
 

‘Science’ is often marginalized or ‘off-centred’ 
when integrated with other kinds of knowledge 
relevant to such decisions. 
 

‘Science’ is unencumbered by social and 
institutional connections. 
 
 

‘Science’ is usually seen by lay persons as 
inseparable from its social and institutional 
connections. 
 

Uptake of ‘science’ is determined by 
intellectual ability. 
 

Uptake of ‘science’ is influenced by trust in the 
sources and openness in negotiations. 
 

‘Ignorance’ on the part of the public has to be 
remedied. 
 

‘Ignorance’ may be functional and defensible. 
 
 

Unscientific behavior results from failure to 
apply scientific knowledge. 
 
 

People engage in the opportunistic construction 
of syncretic bodies of practical knowledge well 
adapted to specific everyday situations. 
 

‘Scientific thought’ is the proper yardstick with 
which to measure the validity of ‘everyday 
thinking’. 

‘Everyday thinking’ and ‘knowledge in action’ 
are more complex and less well understood 
than ‘scientific thinking’. 

 
Note. Adapted from Inarticulate science? Perspectives on the public understanding of science 
and some implications for science education (p. 125), by D. Layton, E. Jenkins, S. Macgill, and A. 
Davey (1993). Driffield, East Yorkshire: Studies in Education. 
 
 Lewenstein (2002) reviewed a decade of PUS research, presenting critical aspects of the 

“deficit model” from a methodological perspective and exploring other new aspects of PUS such 

as “contextual” models (Wynne, 1992, 1995) and “lay knowledge” models. Russell (2010) 

proposed Public Engagement with Science and Technology (PEST) as a further step in PUS. The 

author believed that “PEST may be an improvement, but tensions persist over who is 

communicating what science, for whose benefit” (p. 81). Russell (2010) reviewed early 1990s 

PUS research and made the point that the ‘cognitive deficit’ model did not address the 

Science	   citizen	  

Science	  

citizen	  
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communication gap between science and the public. He argued that the science community 

needed to play a key role and the voice of the public should be heard in PUS research. Wynne 

(1995) insisted, “PUS is automatically equated with public appreciation and support of science, 

and with the public’s ‘correct’ understanding and use of ‘technical knowledge and advice’” (p. 

362). Rather than blaming the public, by “problematizing publics, and their cognitive processes 

and capabilities, thereby implying scientific knowledges [sic], practices, and institutions to be 

unproblematic” (p. 362), Wynne (1995) argued that the scientific community should take 

responsibility for more effective communication of scientific information to the public. He pointed 

out the concern in PUS research for approaching the public without adequately considering 

science, scientific culture, and institutions. Wynne believed that discovering effective ways of 

communicating science to the public would be beneficial in the future. Thus the evidence 

suggests that PUS scholars have paid increasing attention to the public as the field has matured.  

Wynne (1995) classified three main PUS research approaches: quantitative surveys, 

cognitive psychology, and qualitative field research. First, quantitative surveys were needed to 

measure populations’ scientific literacy, attitudes toward science, and the correlation between 

them. Second, cognitive psychology should be used to examine how lay people learn scientific 

knowledge. Lastly, qualitative field research was needed to understand how different social 

contexts and experiences might influence public understanding of science. Based on these 

studies, Wynne (1995) proposed a critical research approach that “attempt[s] to investigate how 

people experience and define ‘science’ in social life, and how particular scientific constructions 

incorporate tacit, closed models of social relationships that are or should be open to negotiation” 

(p. 362). Wynne (1995) pointed out the lack of flexibility of PUS research and argued that a 

multidisciplinary perspective should be adopted. Bucchi (1998) also noted the historical lack of 

flexibility of PUS research stating, “in the past [it has] been largely committed to a rationalist and 

elitist reconstruction of scientific work” (p. 8). Bucchi (1998) suggested “a ‘continuity’ model of 

communicating science” in the following:  

a continuum in the exposition of scientific ideas can be mapped in which differences 

inevitably occur due to different context and styles of communication/reception, but only 
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as a matter of degree. Barriers between genuine knowledge/audiences and popular 

discourse cannot be sharply drawn, even if they are often used by scientists to define and 

preserve their authority over knowledge. (p. 8-9)  

As Bucchi noted, problems in the historical tradition led several scholars to advocate a new 

approach for PUS, one more intently focused on the public. Cooter and Pumfrey (1994) 

confirmed that the purpose of PUS was “to fill the gap between professional and public 

understandings of science” (p. 238), inferring that popular culture could be an effective way of 

bridging that gap. Rather than teaching the public in traditional way, but this approach focused on 

understanding and accommodating their preferred methods of communication so science 

communicators could reach the public more effectively. The scientific community has not yet 

considered that popular culture might be a good source to reach out to the public. Cooter and 

Pumfrey (1994) pointed out how previous PUS programs approached science in popular culture:  

PUS programme largely draws upon traditional historical and sociological formulations of 

the ‘popular’ as passive lay consumption of learned products. It therefore not only 

compounds the problem for analysis, but, by appropriating the space for it, becomes itself 

a part of it. (p. 238)  

In response, Brooks (2006) and Reid and Traweek (2000) suggested a new approach to PUS 

with what they term a Critical Understanding of Science in Public (CUSP). According to Reid and 

Traweek (2000), over the past several decades of STS and PUS research, scholars did begin to 

think differently not solely on how to approach the public, but also how the public interacts with 

science in popular culture. They clarified the double meaning of CUSP as:  

[a] public with a critical understanding of science (a critical understanding of science in 

public, of CUS-P); and a critical understanding of the science and its associated 

meanings that is generated in the public domain (a critical understanding of science in 

public, or CU-SP). (p. 134) 

Reid and Traweek (2000) emphasized how researchers could put the public at the center 

of PUS research. CUSP paid more attention to the public—how they perceived, interpreted, and 

engaged with science. In sum, over time the PUS research model has narrowed its focus on the 
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public and its interactive communication. This view underscores this dissertation’s assertion that 

examining science in popular culture could be an effective means of understanding how the 

public receives and understands science. As popular culture aligns closely with the public’s 

interest, science fiction films and television shows are promising conduits for combining science 

and popular culture. 

Science Communication 

This leads us to consider another related subfield, Science Communication (SciCom), 

which analyzes the communication process in science broadly. According to the report Science 

and the Public (2000), SciCom requires interaction among the following groups:  

communication between: groups within the scientific community, including those in 

academia and industry; the scientific community and the media; the scientific community 

and the public; the scientific community and the government, or others in positions of 

power or authority; the scientific community and the government, or others who influence 

policy; industry and the public; the media and the public; the government and the public. 

(p. 13) 

SciCom may include any communicative activities that occur between science and any given 

community, or in science-related fields. For example, Kahlor and Stout (2010) placed the area of 

SciCom under the umbrella of PUS and communicating science. The authors pointed out that 

some scholars use those terms—SciCom, PUS, and communicating science—interchangeably in 

different contexts without clarifying the differences. Burns, O’Connor and Stocklmayer (2003) 

clarified the definition of science communication with the terms PUS and Scientific Literacy (SL). 

First, the authors introduced the definition of PUS from the House of Lord’s report, “Science and 

Society” (2000), defining it in the following manner: 

. . . understanding of scientific matters by non-experts. This cannot of course mean a 

comprehensive knowledge of all branches of science. It may however include 

understanding of the nature of scientific methods . . . awareness of current scientific 

advances and their implications. Public understanding of science has become a 

shorthand term for all forms of outreach (in the UK) by the scientific community, or by 
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others on their behalf (e.g., science writers, museums, event organizers), to the public at 

large, aimed at improving that understanding. (para. 1)  

Several scholars’ efforts to clarify the definition of each field showed that many similar concepts 

are used interchangeable even though they carried different meanings within the field of science 

communication.  

Secondly, as PUS emphasized non-scientists’ general understanding of science, 

Scientific Literacy (SL) focused on an individual’s abilities to think and act. Hacking, Goodrum, 

and Rennie (2001) defined Scientific Literacy (SL) as follows:   

. . . a high priority for all citizens, helping them to be interested in and understand the 

world around them, to engage in the discourses of and about science, to be skeptical and 

questioning of claims made by others about scientific matters, to be able to identify 

questions, investigate and draw evidence-based conclusions, and to make informed 

decisions about the environment and their own health and well-being. (p. 6-7) 

In the effort to define SciCom and clarify similar terms such as PUS, and SL, Burns, O’Connor, 

and Stocklmayer (2003) stress an individual’s personal interactions with science. The authors 

offer a further definition of science communication:  

the use of appropriate skills, media, activities, and dialogue to produce one or more of the 

following personal responses to science: Awareness, including familiarity with new 

aspects of science; Enjoyment or other affective responses, e.g. appreciating science as 

entertainment or art; Interest, as evidenced by voluntary involvement with science or its 

communication; Opinion, the forming, reforming, or confirming of science-related 

attitudes; Understanding of science, its content, processes, and social factors. Science 

communication may involve science practitioners, mediators, and other members of the 

general public, either peer-to-peer or between groups. (p. 191, emphasis added) 

Burns, O’Connor, and Stocklmayer’s (2003) emphasis on personal interactions—identified 

through the AEIOU acronym derived from the foregoing quotation—provides a framework for this 

study’s examination of connections among audiences, science communicators, and science 

policy makers in terms of media consumption and science communication. Using AEIOU to 
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analyze fans’ responses helps us comprehend SciCom processes: fans’ scientific knowledge 

(aware/understanding), their affective responses to the program (enjoyment), how they discuss 

scientific issues in online communities (interest), and how they build positive or negative attitudes 

toward science (opinion).  

Burns, O’Connor, and Stocklmayer (2003) used a mountain climbing analogy to clarify 

the nuances of PUS, SL, and Scicom. The authors considered awareness as the key element 

that might lead to the next level of scientific literacy just as a mountain climber must recognize the 

mountain as a first step before climbing. Without clear awareness, individuals may not be able to 

understand the next level of science and may lose interest in science. Similar to climbers 

becoming interested in the mountain and preparing to climb it, individuals’ awareness of science 

and their eagerness to attain higher levels of scientific understanding was explained as PUS. For 

successful mountain climbing, one need to develop some climbing skills and, during the ascent, 

one can find some ladders that might facilitate the climb. In addition, information such as total 

distance and proximity to the summit may motivate one to complete the climb. During the climb, 

having a mountain guide could help in various ways; thus the authors identify the science 

communicator as “the mountain guide.” A guide teaches people how to climb (skills), provides 

ladders (media), assists with the actual climbing event (activities), and keeps climbers informed 

about progress, possible dangers, and other issues related to the climb (dialogue)” (Burns, 

O’Connor & Stocklmayer, 2003, p. 194). With this analogy, science communicators can help the 

public to get familiar with science/science community and vice versa, because science 

communicators act as bridges between the scientific community and the public. 

Burns, O’Connor, and Stocklmayer (2003) placed the public at the center of the 

engagement with science. In the history of SciCom, there were two different ways to understand 

the public. Building on the work of Einsidel and Thorne (1999), Logan (2001) discussed the 

conceptual history of science mass communication in two main models: Scientific literacy 

(classical) and an interactive model. The scientific literacy model, heavily based on pedagogy, 

had a significant limitation: “the flow of science knowledge is not always from experts to 

laypersons and implies it might be more shared or multidirectional” (Logan, 2001, p. 136). 
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Logan’s key criticism was that science and the public interacted through channels other than 

traditional way of teaching science to students. Therefore, the scientific literacy model suggested 

that pedagogical approaches to inform the public did not always work and the public learned 

science through various methods. This is an essential point for understanding how the public 

learns and gets interested in science.  

For its part, the interactive model approached the relationship between science and the 

public as a form of social activity. Einsidel and Thorne (1999) offered this interpretation of the 

interactive model’s purpose:   

the uncertainties embedded in the scientific enterprise and the idea that science 

cannot be separated from its social and institutional connections. In terms of how 

publics are conceptualized, this perspective argues that publics can be quite 

knowledgeable about science, particularly when their occupations or personal 

interests require certain levels of understanding. (p. 50) 

The interactive model introduced a different perspective regarding the public: they were not just to 

be taught, but to be understood. Logan (2001) did not divide these two models as mutually 

exclusive, but suggested that the interactive model could address problems within the scientific 

literacy model:  

These two models of scientific understanding can be seen as the ends of a continuum: 

The scientific literacy model is at one end depicting a well-bounded and fixed set of ideas 

and activities, and the interactive model is at the other end, marking an enterprise 

characterized by constant uncertainty. (Einsiedel & Thorne, 1999, p. 51) 

The authors pointed out weaknesses of the two models, but at the same time addressed possible 

benefits of blending them to achieve a better understanding of the public.  

Irwin (2009) pointed out the problematic ‘deficit’ approach to science communication in 

terms of one-way communication and treating the public as a passive audience to be educated. 

In contrast with the cognitive deficit approach, the author addressed the ‘contextual’ model as an 

alternative methodology for SciCom. This approach embedded science in the social context, so 

science became part of the daily lives of the public. As a result, the public noticed science as a 
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social factor to learn and understand in order to improve their lives. Irwin argued that the main 

challenge for future science communication was whether to listen to public opinion or encourage 

in-depth discussions regarding science and society. The term “science” is still considered by 

many as hard scientific information or science-related policies rather than imaginative, fictional 

science. Science communication, combining scientific literacy and the interactive model, pays 

closer attention to the public’s interaction with science. The science fiction genre is a good 

starting point to investigate how the public interacts with science. Therefore, science fiction 

television programs will be discussed carefully herein in two areas: the relations between science 

and media, and science and science fiction.  

Science and Media 

In SciCom, the relationship between science and media is indispensable given that the 

public has access to a variety of scientific information through different media. Scientific 

information could be easily exposed to the public through media rather than formal education or 

less formal processes such as science activities in museums. Media have significant potential to 

play a bridging role between the scientific community and the public. However, some 

characteristics of science make it difficult to approach the public easily. Trachtman (1981) 

explained the challenges of writing about science: “much basic science deals with concepts and 

abstractions that are difficult—almost impossible—to write about and that have little obvious 

meaning for the general public” (p. 14). Because of this characteristic, institutional efforts have 

been undertaken to teach and train the students how to deliver scientific knowledge to the public. 

In the U.S., in 2012, there were 52 university programs providing science communication courses 

science communication courses3. These universities have offered courses such as medical or 

environmental aspects of science, science writing, risk, or health communication. According to 

Bucchi (1998), the principal connections between the scientific community and the public have 

been established through formal education and the media, making these two principles 

connecting points for disseminating scientific knowledge to the public.  

                                                        
3 Information from http://dsc.journalism.wisc.edu/index.html 
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From the educational side there have been two ways to look at the process of 

disseminating scientific knowledge, ‘popularization of science’ (Bucchi, 1998, p. 3), and 

entertainment education (Singhal & Rogers, 2004). Bucchi (1998) explained that the 

‘popularization’ of science has taken place through science journalism:  

 [t]he scientific enterprise has become too much specialized and complicated to be 

understood by the general public. . . . Therefore, a form of mediation is needed in 

order to make scientific achievements more suitable and accessible for the public. 

This mediation requires the intervention of a new professional figure: a ‘third person’ 

(in general, the science journalist) who can manage to bridge the gap between 

scientists and the non-scientific audience, by understanding the former and 

communicating their ideas to the latter. . . . This mediation is most often described 

through the metaphor of linguistic translation. (p. 3)  

These arguments supported the general—previously stated—idea of science and the media: 

media were responsible to disseminate scientific knowledge to the public. Väliverronen (1993) 

discussed research on the science-media relationship in two paradigms, traditional and critical. In 

the traditional paradigm, research was based on “the popularization model [which is] how 

objectively, reliably and accurately the media cover science and research. In other words, the 

relation between science and the media was thematized as a problem of ‘transmitting’ and 

‘translating’” (Väliverronen, 1993, p. 24). Under this paradigm, scholars studied the precision and 

representation of scientific information conveyed through the media. On the other hand, the 

critical paradigm had as its “object of research the social and cultural status of science as well as 

the various social contexts of the use of research” (Väliverronen, 1993, p. 26). In this paradigm, 

the research did not focus on the relationship between science and media as a popularizing 

process, but rather the communication process. Some studies in the critical paradigm have been 

influenced by “social studies of science [where] the intention is to study the nature of science as 

social activity, the social significance and status of science and the role of scientific information in 

terms of social practices” (Väliverronen, 1993, p. 26). It seems clear that some studies have 

characterized media not as a transmitting tool, but as supporting social hegemony (Dornan, 
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1989). This study approaches Doctor Who fandom as social practice because fandom defines 

itself as its own culture. 

 Although media were responsible for spreading scientific information to the public, 

specific scientific topics were often chosen and spread through media in South Korea. Cooter and 

Pumfrey (1994) described how prior historians had examined perceptions of science and the 

dissemination of scientific knowledge: “science as product was boxed away from society, its 

production epistemologically privileged, its audience conceived as entirely yielding to new forms 

of natural knowledge” (p. 240). Although the public had the right to be informed of the scientific 

issues, the scientific community controlled what to release for the public. Scientists had access to 

science but did not make it available for the public, thereby isolating the public from science.  

Shapin (1990) assessed the difficulties of publicizing science among the general public:  

The differentiation and specialization of science meant that scientific knowledge no 

longer enjoyed a matter-of-course place in general culture. Yet that same differentiation 

created an opportunity for the explicit “popularization” of science, and thus, for literary 

forms designed to convey otherwise inaccessible or impenetrable scientific knowledge to 

sectors of the public. (p. 1001) 

On a broader level, most nations have focused on the development of science itself rather than 

the communication between science and the public. Without such communication, science and 

the public became increasingly detached and, over time, the gap between science and the public 

has become wider. Science became just for scientists and the public had difficulty engaging with 

science and the scientific community. In this context, research on communicating science to the 

public focused on formatting scientific information. The assumption was that scientific jargon 

made it difficult for the public to understand science. Therefore, researchers should have paid 

closer attention to the writing skills needed to translate scientific language to a general language 

that would enable a better understanding of scientific information, that is, science journalism. 

Most previous studies examined science books, magazines, or news articles written by scientists 

or scientific writers (Bucchi, 1998; Dunwoody, 1979; Lowe and Morrison, 1984). Bucchi (1998) 

considered these research trends “science-centered, paternalistic and pedagogic” (p. 4). 
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Väliverronen’s (1993) work lends additional support for Bucchi’s argument as Väliverronen 

characterized studies on science and media in the late 1980s and early 1990s as “either too 

science-centered or media-centered in order to conceptualize the changing the relations between 

the science system and the mass-mediated public sphere” (p. 23). Not surprisingly, several 

scholars discussed popularizing science from vantage points other than the science-centered 

approach.  

The term, ‘popular science’ was more about popularizing scientific knowledge than 

including science in the popular culture, and ‘popular or popularizing science’ concerned 

disseminating a certain scientific idea to the public effectively (Silverstone, 1989). Bucchi (1998) 

offered his view of ‘popular science’: 

 [p]opular knowledge about science is not just a ‘diminished simulacrum, simpler, weaker 

or distorted in proportion to the distance between the learned and the lay communities’. 

Rather, it is a complicated tangle of processes and transformations through which 

science is appropriated, used or simply neglected by different audiences. ‘Popular 

science may diverge from learned science not because the latter is poorly understood but 

because it is elaborated by its recipients for different purposes.’ (p. 7) 

Bucchi also discussed popular science’s changing approach to audiences (Cooter and Pumfrey, 

1994; Gieryn and Figert, 1990; Wynne, 1987, 1992). As the research focus of the PUS model has 

shifted its attention from the scientific community to the public, media researchers’ treatment of 

science has moved from the representation of science in media to focusing on audiences. 

Early on, scholars paid attention to methods by which the public could learn more 

scientific information. The assumption was that the public would simply accept presented 

scientific information. The public was considered a collection of passive individuals to be 

educated. After decades of research on the dissemination of scientific information, researchers 

discovered they needed to learn more about audiences, because research showed that the public 

was influenced by various factors. Cooter and Pumfrey (1994) affirmed that “questions have yet 

to be asked about how scientists, science communicators and audiences define their relationship 

to something called science, and how that relationship is embedded in the particularities of their 
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different cultures and ideologies” (p. 237). Each society’s culture creates unique orientations 

toward science as well as distinctive relationships among scientists, science communicators and 

audiences.  

Hansen (2009) discussed the key issue of communicating science in the media, 

differentiating the public and media. The author argued that distinguishing the type of media—

television, radio, magazines, print, Internet, etc.—and its genre—news, editorial, documentary, 

opinion-piece/feature, drama series, comedy, film, etc. –was important to “understanding the very 

different extent and nature of science coverage and science images across these media/genres” 

(Hansen, 2009, p. 107). Following Hansen’s argument, audiences may consume scientific ideas 

differently in distinct science fiction genres. This argument leads to the main focus of this 

dissertation: how audiences learn about science through science fiction television programs and 

how they change their attitude toward science because of viewing science fiction television 

programs. 

Most PUS and SciCom researchers have emphasized educational aspects of 

communicating science. As a result, most research on media has focused on the accuracy of 

scientific information and the portrayal of science/scientists in media such as documentaries, 

news and popular media such as TV shows and films. The field of Entertainment Education (EE) 

has gained attention because of emphasis on education through an entertainment. Singhal and 

Rogers (2004) defined EE as “the process of purposely designing and implementing a media 

message both to entertain and educate, in order to increase audience members’ knowledge 

about an educational issue, create favorable attitudes, shift social norms, and change overt 

behavior” (p. 5). In some types of SciCom, scientific information has been intentionally designed 

to be delivered in an entertainment media format. The broader purpose of EE is to intentionally 

increase the public’s awareness regarding certain ideas: 

The entertainment-education strategy contributes to social change in two ways. First, it 

can influence members’ awareness, attitudes, and behavior toward a socially desirable 

end. . . . Second, it can influence the audience’s external environment to help create the 

necessary conditions for social change at the system level. Here the major effects are 
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located in the interpersonal and social-political sphere of the audience’s external 

environment. The entertainment-education media can serve as a social mobilizer, an 

advocate, or an agenda-setter, influencing public and policy initiatives in a socially-

desirable direction. (Singhal and Rogers, 2004, p. 5-6) 

EE has been pursued in developed as well as developing countries, often using radio and 

television soap operas to convey health related information to the public. For example, in 2002, 

an episode of the U.S soap opera The Bold & the Beautiful won a Sentinel for Health Award for 

showing different ways to approach AIDS (Beck, 2004). Entertainment formats reach the public 

efficiently and, at the same time, their impact is powerful. EE and science fiction television 

programs are in the same general entertainment category. However, there are differences: 

science fiction television typically does not include a particular message to educate people; on 

the other hand, EE programs are intended to introduce and educate specific new ideas to the 

audiences. Even though the approaches are different, EE has to be considered carefully in 

science communication because EE programs show how to reach out the public effectively within 

entertainment content. An important similarity is that EE messages do not dominate the programs 

they are placed in and the same could be true for science fiction television. Science fiction 

television programs may include scientific knowledge but do not dominate the program’s 

narrative. 

Science and Television 

Television has been studied as an effective medium to teach science. Studies of science 

documentaries have shown that students’ attitude toward material in science documentaries on 

television was improved compared to the same material taught in a classroom environment 

(Fortner, 1986). Gunter, Clifford, and McAleer (1997) found that children who watched science 

programs exhibited quite good recall and understanding of science information. Mares, Cantor, 

and Steinbach (1999) found that children had better recall and understanding of material they 

encountered in science programs. Thus, previous studies have shown that television can play an 

important role in communicating science to the public. The NOP World Culture Score “Media 

Habits” Index (2005) investigated more than 30,000 people age 13 and older in 30 countries, 
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finding that a single person generally spends 16.6 hours watching television, 8 hours listening to 

the radio, 6.5 hours reading and 8.9 hours on computers/Internet every week. The index showed 

that television was consumed more than radio, print media, and computers/Internet, and that on 

average people watched television 2.4 hours every day. According to this study, a wide public 

may be reached through television.  

In SciCom research, television studies were limited to specific programs such as science 

documentaries and science education programs. Hitherto, the science fiction genre has been 

analyzed for the accuracy of its representation of science and its portrayal of scientists rather 

than audiences’ perception of science.  

Science and Science Fiction 

 As we have seen, most studies in STS and PUS have focused on how the public 

receives scientific information. Such studies investigated how scientific information flowed 

through sources such as newspapers, magazines, or documentaries delivering scientific facts. 

Most science communicators working in the SciCom field have emphasized science policy 

issues, media coverage of scientific information, or science education as a way to reach and 

impact the public (Allan, 2002; Gregory & Miller, 1998; Irwin, 2009; Kim, Park, & Chung, 2005). 

PUS journals have examined the public understanding of science through media coverage of 

popular topics like health communication, risk communication, global warming, and stem cell 

research. An examination of PUS journals from 1999 to 2010 revealed that only one issue of 

Public Understanding of Science in 2003 had the theme of “Perception and representation of 

science in literature and fiction-film” (Flicker, 2003; Görke & Ruhrmann, 2003; Jörg, 2003; Kirby, 

2003; Rosenstone, 2003; Weingart, Muhl, & Pansegrau, 2003; Weingart & Pansegrau, 2003). 

Several articles in the special issue investigated the portrayal of science or scientists in literature 

and fiction films rather than the public reaction to those portrayals.  

Previous PUS research topics on media studies were limited to dissemination of scientific 

information rather than the public’s perception. Gregory and Miller (1998) characterized the 

relationship between science and media studies thusly: “Whether media science has any impact 

on public knowledge about or attitudes to science is a question that research has yet to answer” 
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(p. 243). Shapin (1990) addressed the lack of media studies on the public perception of science 

and science fiction: 

the roles of newspapers and magazines and of non-print media, notably photography, 

radio, television, film and museum exhibitions, in shaping (and representing) public 

perception of science, technology, and medicine also remain largely unexplored, while 

serious studies of the role of ‘science fiction’ in the relations between the scientific 

community and the public are similarly scarce. (p. 1001)  

According to Shapin (1990), the history of science and media studies has been short and few 

perspectives of science in media have emerged, especially regarding the science fiction genre. 

This situation has changed little in 23 years since Shapin’s work, even though the production and 

availability of media content has increased tremendously. Clearly it is time for a change and fresh 

evaluation of the relationships among science, science fiction and the public. This dissertation 

intends to help instigate such change. 

In science education, the genre of science fiction has been studied from a pedagogical 

standpoint. Although PUS and SciCom are rooted in pedagogy, the science fiction genre has not 

been highlighted in PUS and SciCom fields as of yet. As noted above, science journalism and 

media portrayals of scientists have dominated this research area. The possible social impact of 

science fiction has been passed over in the PUS and SciCom literatures.  

However, some scientists and science educators have taught or discussed science 

through science fiction television and films because the entertaining format provides easy access 

to audiences (Cavanaugh & Cavanaugh, 2004; Jeong, 2002; Raham, 2004; Williamson, 1980). 

Zigo and Moore (2004) insisted that science fiction literature could encourage critical thinking by 

its readers; “SF invites readers to peel apart layers of meaning and interrogate subjective 

positions within our current techno-global existence, prodding us to ask who develops technology, 

who has access to technology, who benefits from technology, and who is oppressed by 

technology” (p. 87). 

On the other hand, some scholars have criticized the representation of science in science 

fiction (Allan, 2002; Dawkins, 1998). Dawkins (1998) criticized the representation of scientific 
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inquiry on television, especially in The X-Files: “the problem with The X-Files is that routinely, 

relentlessly, the supernatural explanation, or at least the Mulder end of the spectrum, usually 

turns out to be the answer. …The X-Files systematically purveys an anti-rational view of the world 

which, by virtue of its recurrent persistence, is insidious” (p. 28). Dawkins continued, arguing that 

science in good science fiction, “allows mystery but not magic, strangeness beyond wild 

imagining but no spells or witchery, no cheap and easy miracles” (p. 29). Dawkins’ concern 

showed how emphasizing non-rational, entertaining elements of science fiction could bring a 

distorted image of science to the public. The author reflected many scientists’ concerns about the 

misrepresentation of science in the media—that it might convey the wrong impression of science 

to the public (Allan, 2002). It should be noted that Dawkins’ perspective represents the ‘science-

centered’ orientation through science communication rather than considering how media provided 

the public easier, more engaging access to science. Ziman (1991) made an important point on 

public perceptions of science: “Science is sometimes defined very differently by different 

people—or even by the same people under different circumstances” (p. 100). This indicated that 

the public’s perception of science might be quite distinct from scientists’ views. (Recall that a 

main reason for research into the representation of scientific inquiry or the image of science was 

researchers’ concern that the public might misconceive science.) This elucidated previous 

scholars’ concerns about the negative impacts of science fiction to the public. Some science 

education studies showed that positive influence of science fiction/television programs (i.e. good 

understanding and positive attitude change) was possible to achieve among young children. To 

expand this viewpoint, this dissertation investigates the possible positive influences of science 

fiction television program to the public, especially those who consider themselves fans of a 

particular program.  

Science and Science Fiction (SF) Fandom  

Williamson (1980) defined science fiction (SF) as “fiction that explores imagined scientific 

possibility” (p. 10). This definition is critical to connecting science and science fiction. The well-

known physicist Albert Einstein (1931) wrote, “I believe in intuition and inspiration. . . . Imagination 

is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited, whereas imagination embraces the 
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entire world, stimulating progress, giving birth to evolution. It is, strictly speaking, a real factor in 

scientific research” (p. 97). Imagination is an important element for understanding hard science. 

Scientific knowledge is highly conceptual, so imagination can help people understand and enjoy 

science. Along these lines another famous physicist, Steven Hawking (2007) said, “Today’s 

science fiction is often tomorrow’s science fact” (p. xiii), suggesting that science fiction is not just 

a fictional narrative but implies the possible future of scientific development. As Williamson’s 

definition indicated, through science fiction, people could imagine the future of their lives and at 

the same time visualize ‘scientific possibility.’ Therefore, science fiction can inspire people to 

think, imagine, and be attracted to science not in an academic way, but in an entertaining way. 

Clute and Nicholls (1993) suggested SF as “a speculative literature and consequently attractive to 

readers actively interested in new ideas and concepts” (p. 403). In fact, many scientists admit that 

they were science fiction fans and it influenced their decision to become a scientist (Davies, 1990; 

Sagan, 1980). For example, Sagan (1980) proclaimed that science fiction led him to science: 

“One of the great benefits of science fiction is that it can convey bits and pieces, hints and 

phrases, of knowledge unknown or inaccessible to the reader” (p. 4). Williamson (1980) argued 

there were several reasons for the popularity and the value of teaching science fiction:   

First of all, science fiction has a timely sort of realism lacking from “realistic” fiction. . . . A 

second reason, somewhat paradoxical, is that same surface unreality. . . . Allowing us to 

think about the unthinkable—nuclear war, for instance—science fiction can be the magic 

mirror in which we look at the writhing horror of Medusa’s hair and survive unharmed. A 

third value springs from that one. Science fiction offers us not only freedom to think but 

also to say what we think. . . . a fourth appeal, perhaps the most important: science fiction 

is international. (p. 10) 

A key advantage of SF is to let people imagine any possible circumstances not bounded by the 

laws of nature, logic, etc. Imagination had an important link to the development of theoretical hard 

science. Davies (1990) confirmed the importance of imagination that Albert Einstein and Steven 

Hawking emphasized: 
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Science fiction is, in its relation to science fact, a unique genre, quite distinct in 

this respect from, say, historical romances or political thrillers. The reason for this 

concerns not so much the subject, but the style in which it is delivered, for 

science fiction is really a literary device for conducting a type of theoretical 

science, namely, the exploration of imagined worlds.” (p. vii)  

Following this perspective, Zigo and Moore (2004) suggested assigning science fiction 

literature to students because of its status as a “metaphoric literature for social and 

cultural introspection and for inspiring multiple interpretive possibilities” (p. 85). With 

these benefits, it would be much easier for the layperson to explore scientific ideas. 

Geraghty (2009) stated, “no matter the series, whether it be a revamped version of a 

seventies cult classic or a reimagining of a TV icon, current science fiction and fantasy 

television continues to offer a window on the ‘what if’ possibilities of the future” (p. xvii). 

The author insisted that people could imagine scientific ideas through SF television 

programs. This is an important point for this study, because it leads to the main research 

question: how do SF fans get scientific ideas through their favorite show, and how do 

they feel about it? 

Science Fiction in South Korea 

Most research on science fiction comes from western countries such as the U.S., U.K., 

and Japan, each of which has a different historical background in the genre. As few Korean 

scholars in science communication and media studies have shown interest in the genre of 

science fiction, there are few academic resources on the subject in South Korea. The general 

perception has been that the genre belonged to Western countries but not to South Korea (Kim, 

2010; Lee, 2010). Thus we need a clear understanding of the Korean context. 

The term “science” and the science fiction genre are universal; however, connotations of 

each term differ in South Korea compared to other countries and cultures. Understanding how 

Korean society perceives science and the science fiction genre can lead us to a new perspective 

on science culture in SciCom. This may also lead to closer examination of science 

communication issues in South Korea. With a few exceptions, science fiction films and television 
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shows are not popular compared to other genres in South Korea (Djuna, 2011; Lee, 2011; Park, 

2007; Yang, 2008). There are several misunderstandings about the genre. First, many people 

regarded science fiction as being just for kids. Second, the cultural background of much science 

fiction—Western mythology—does not easily align with Korean culture; therefore, narratives of 

science fiction do not fit into Korean audiences’ tastes. Lastly, the financial resources and skill 

required to produce science fiction films or television programs has largely been beyond the 

means of the Korean media industry.  

It is important to understand Korean views on science and the science fiction genre 

because perceptions of science in South Korea are different from the Western countries. As 

Western television programs have dominated the Korean market—especially within the science 

fiction genre—for decades, I wondered why there were so few Korean-produced science fiction 

television shows or films. It was hard to find precise data showing the market share of imports of 

western science fiction television programs and films in the Korean media market. However, 

according to a Korea Creative Contents Agency report (2011), Korea exported media content to 

Japan, China and other Asian countries; on the other hand, most imported contents were from 

English-speaking countries. The data showed that Korean networks and cable channels imported 

many western programs, mainly television dramas and films. In the early 1990s, foreign television 

programs—mostly from the US—were booming in the Korean media market because the 

government changed the quota system (Jin, 2007). Since 2009, the ratio of importation has 

decreased because of the global financial crisis. Korean networks have imported programs from 

North America (39.7%), U.K. (28.3%), EU (19.9%) and Japan (7.5%) (Korea Creative Contents 

Agency report, 2011). On the other hand, cable channels and independent media co-production 

companies’ importation has relied heavily on English-speaking countries such as the United 

States (82.8%) and U.K. (8.1%).  It was nothing new in the Korean media market to see English-

speaking countries’ media products especially in cable channels and independent media 

companies. This was because importing media content was cheaper than to produce programs 

locally.  
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Studies of Doctor Who 

Because of the long history and the popularity of the show, Doctor Who has been studied 

as a cultural phenomenon (Britton, 2011; Chapman, 2013; Chen, 2008; Fiske, 1983; Hills, 2010; 

Leach, 2009; McKee, 2001; Newman, 2005; Perryman, 2008; Tulloch & Alvarado, 1984). Given 

its long history program and global fandom, media scholars studied Doctor Who from various 

angles such as fan identity, fandom culture, and media environment. There are many books and 

articles introducing characters and narrative background of Doctor Who (Britton, 2011; Hills, 

2010; Leach, 2009; Newman, 2005, Tulloch & Alvarado, 1984). Hills (2010) discussed Doctor 

Who’s production, its genre and its value as cult TV. As Perryman (2008) examined how Doctor 

Who survived in an era of transmedia competitive strategies, Booth and Kelly (2013) looked at 

the changes in fan practices in a rapidly changing media environment. Various aspects of Doctor 

Who fandom has been studied by scholars: Doctor Who fan identity (Johnson, 2012), the 

Internet’s influence on Doctor Who fan fiction writers (Hadas, 2009), fan practices on Inspector 

Spacetime—which is the parody of Doctor Who—(Booth, 2013), discussion on Doctor Who fans 

as writers and producer (Hills, 2008), and American influences on Doctor Who (Porter, 2012). In 

keeping with these previous scholars, this study also investigates the influence of Doctor Who 

fandom specifically in science communication and science culture in South Korea. 

Tulloch and Jenkins (1995) studied audiences of Doctor Who and Star Trek using 

ethnographic research methods. Both scholars were positioned simultaneously as academic 

researchers and SF fans. To Jenkins, fandom was “a model of a grassroots media activism as 

well as a space where one could engage in political and aesthetic debates about gender, 

sexuality and popular culture” (Tulloch and Jenkins, 1995, p. 21). On the other hand, Tulloch 

examined the fans and followers of Doctor Who from a genre and cultural power approach, 

highlighting “both mutual knowledge with, and critical distance from, fans, though still in the 

context of reading formation and orders of discourse” (p. 23).  

Clute and Nicholls (1993) identified the roots of SF fandom: “the active readership of SF 

and fantasy, maintain contacts through fanzines and conventions. [It was] primarily a US 

phenomenon, though other English-speaking countries quickly adopted the concept” (p. 402). 
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The early foundation for SF fandom was built through fanzines and conventions. SF television 

shows such as Star Trek and Doctor Who are archetypes of popular programs that engendered 

fandom for a long time. Each show has been aired for more than 20 years and continues to 

generate fans, not only domestically but also internationally. South Korea is also participating in 

this global SF fandom, though at a lower level than some other societies. It is hard to estimate the 

exact number of SF fans, but there are definitely numbers of SF fans and communities. To 

investigate SF fandom in South Korea, it is helpful to understand how previous SF audience 

studies developed. 

In terms of fandom studies, Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington (2007) categorized three 

generations of fandom scholars. The research conducted by first generation scholars, “ . . . 

constituted a purposeful political intervention that sided with the tactics of fan audiences in their 

evasion of dominant ideologies, and that set out to rigorously defend fan communities against 

their ridicule in the mass media and by non-fans” (Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington, 2007, p. 2). 

The first wave of scholars approached fandom as a means of resistance and a social struggle. By 

contrast, second-generation scholars emphasized fan practices reflecting social culture: 

the replication of social and cultural hierarchies within fan- and subcultures, as 

the choice of fan objects and practices of fan consumption are structured through 

our habitus as a reflection and further manifestation of our social, cultural, and 

economic capital. . . . the interpretive communities of fandom are embedded in 

the existing economic, social, and cultural status quo.” (Gray, Sandvoss, and 

Harrington, 2007, p. 6)  

Thus, the second wave scholars investigated the fan community as an embedded group within 

society focusing on its structure and the interaction among fans. As the first and second-

generation scholars investigated a certain audience group, the third generation scholars of 

audience studies consider fandom as not a special social phenomenon, but rather as typical 

“cultural consumption” among the people who call themselves fans. Gray, Sandvoss, and 

Harrington (2007) inferred, “[t]he third wave of fan studies . . . offers new answers to the question 

of what they are for. Here fandom is no longer only an object of study in and for itself. Instead, 
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through the investigation of fandom as part of the fabric of our everyday lives, third wave work 

aims to capture fundamental insights into modern life” (p. 9).  

 As fandom becomes part of our daily lives, it is important to investigate how fandom 

affects social perceptions. This study examines fandom as a routine, focusing on how that routine 

impacts attitudes toward science. In Western society, fan studies have been conducted for a long 

time in various fields such as psychology, sociology, and media studies. By contrast, in South 

Korea, the term “fandom” did not appear until the late 1990s, mostly through idol groups (Jung, 

2012; Ng, 2011). Fandom in South Korea has been especially prominent in the music industry, 

and in the relationship between entertainment companies and fans, which brings us to our next 

topic.  

Political Economy 

The political economy field examines economics and social relations, specifically issues 

of control, power, economic value and survival in society (Mosco, 2009). Political economy pays 

particular attention to power relations related to social class. Thus, political economists in media 

and communication examine the relationships between social classes—how the powerful and the 

wealthy endeavor to maintain the status quo and how they influence the system of mass media, 

information, and entertainment. Therefore, political economy examines how media businesses 

operate and the roles and meanings of being a producer, distributor, and consumer of content. 

Mosco (2009) described several characteristics of political economy. First, political economy is 

about historical transformation, because it is interested in social changes. Secondly, political 

economy is about the totality of social relations because it examines the social whole. Third, 

political economy presents moral philosophy. It cares about values and it helps to create social 

behavior within moral principals people can act on and believe in. Last, political economy is a 

social praxis, which is the fundamental unit of thinking and doing. These characteristics of political 

economy provide a big picture of the where, how, and what of society’s main concerns. In 

addition, it presents political economists’ beliefs that there is a broad influence of power in 

society.   
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Political economy is concerned with commodification, spatialization, and structuration. 

Mosco (2009) described commodification as “the process of transforming things valued for their 

use into marketable products that are valued for what they can bring in exchange” (p. 127). One 

example Mosco offers is a popular book becoming a film and/or television program so that it 

could derive more profits for the media company owning the publishing house, production 

studios, distribution channels and film/television outlets. The commodification process implies two 

important meanings in communication research: “First, communication practices and 

technologies contribute to the general commodification process throughout society. . . . Second, 

commodification is an entry point to understand specific communications and practices” (Mosco, 

2009, p. 11-12). Political economy of communication (PEC) emphasizes interactions among 

media content, labor, and audiences. In the content production phase, the production team 

produces the media product that subsequently sold through distribution channels, sometimes 

worldwide. The production team—producers, actors, and any others related to the production 

process (labor) are part of the commodification. Networks make the program marketable, 

advertising the program through different media such television commercials, official Internet 

webpages and the like in order to reach audiences.  

As concerns the format trade process, the content could be exported all over the world in 

a variety of different languages. Different formats are sold in different price ranges to align with 

local economies and conform to different content policies. This process applies to most foreign 

television programs imported to South Korea; networks and cable channels import foreign 

programs under different costs and rules. An analysis of importation and exportation of media 

products could be another angle of future studies that provides a more complete understanding of 

how western programs have dominated the science fiction genre in South Korea. These days, 

because of the expansion of communication technology, audiences tend to be more active than 

before. With various media platforms, people are able to watch a program through their cell 

phone, computer, or television almost wherever or whenever they want. At the same time, 

through social networks, people can share their opinions of the show and interact with the 

program directly.  
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As we have seen, some active audiences interact with the media and create their own 

culture, a process known as fandom (Jenkins, 1992; Gray, Sandvoss, & Harrington, 2007; 

Sandvoss, 2005). The global popularity of Doctor Who has shown that fans are not only 

domestic/off-line but also international/online fans.  This phenomenon can be linked to the 

spatialization concept in political economy. Spatialization is the process of transcending 

geographical boundaries for marketable products and media production processes. Classical 

political economy concerned space and labor issues, specifically, how space and time were 

related to product and labor. Today’s communication technology has blurred many boundaries 

such as physical space (off-line) vs. virtual space (online) and even geographical state/nation 

space (Appadurai, 1990). Some current work on spatialization relates to the globalization 

phenomenon; that is, how media products and information flow across physical state/national 

borderlines. At the global level, each group of fans has a different orientation and identity within 

their social context. That is, audiences consume the program differently and act differently across 

environments, and texts take on different meanings as fans create various social meanings from 

those texts. Thus, the fandom of Doctor Who in the U.S. would be different from the fandom of 

Doctor Who in South Korea where fans’ activities may reflect Korean social changes. Thus, 

investigating Doctor Who fandom in South Korea can lead us to understand SF culture in Korean 

social changes.  

Few studies of SF fandom in South Korea have been conducted. Lee (2010) discussed 

the status quo of Korean SF films and the reasons why so few Korean SF films are produced. 

According to the Lee, Korean society does not have a SF-friendly culture. In order to create a 

successful Korean SF film industry, Lee (2010) identifies three necessary elements: SF friendly 

environment, combining SF with Korean emotional touch, and great quality of special effects and 

computer graphics. These elements reveal the significance of Korean cultural context in SF. In 

yet another study, Kim (2010) argued that space-related SF films were not successful in South 

Korea because Korean audiences were not familiar with space narratives.  

As mentioned above, South Korea has been tough on the genre of SF. However, 

according to SF blogger (Alt, SF, 2010) SF fans have been active on the Internet since the late 
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1990s. Given the limited number of studies of SF fans in South Korea, it would seem that SF 

fandom has been largely ignored by scholars. This study attempts to draw attention to SF fandom 

as part of the science culture in South Korea. In so doing, perhaps other scholars will continue 

investigating different aspects of SF fandom. The research questions for this study are:  

 RQ1: Why do people become fans of Doctor Who? (Why is it so popular?) 

This question probes the meaning of Doctor Who fandom in South Korea. In general, 

research on Western SF fandom presents fans’ social and cultural circumstances. The cultural 

meaning of SF fandom in South Korea might be different compared to Western SF fandom. 

Therefore, this study will investigate the meaning of SF fandom—especially Doctor Who 

fandom—in the Korean social context.   

RQ2: How could SF television programs increase the general public’s interest and 

knowledge about science?  

RQ2-1: How do Doctor Who fans change their perception of science?  

Because Doctor Who deals with physics (time traveling, space, etc.), fans have been 

exposed to scientific knowledge from the program and/or an online fan community. I assume that 

being a SF fan would change a person’s perception of science. This study will examine fans’ 

perception of science, how that perception may change by watching Doctor Who, and how being 

a fan influences the attitude toward science. 

RQ2-2: How does Doctor Who change attitudes toward national science policy in South 

Korea? 

 The importation of the program was contemporaneous with the promotion of the national 

space project in South Korea. It might be coincidence; however, being a fan of Doctor Who may 

change one’s attitude toward the national space project. Through entertaining media formats, 

people may get interested in and become more familiar with scientific subjects. Like the RQ2-1 

question, this question examines how people change their perception on national science policy 

through Doctor Who. 

 RQ3: How can Doctor Who fandom contribute to science culture in South Korea?  
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According to the Ministry of Science and Technology, the Korean government has made 

efforts to establish a robust science culture. I wonder how this effort by the government to 

penetrate the public realm will succeed and how SF fandom could be an alternative way of 

understanding or defining science culture. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

This dissertation is about how audiences understand Doctor Who fandom in terms of 

science communication, specifically in a Korean context. In relation to PUS research (Wynne, 

1995), qualitative research examines the influence of social contexts and the public’s experiences 

in understanding science. This study uses qualitative research methods to investigate how 

fandom culture can impact public attitudes toward science. The reason I choose qualitative 

research fits Alasuutari’s (1995) perspective on qualitative analysis, which “always deals with the 

concept of culture and with explaining meaningful action” (p. 2). Denzin and Lincoln (2005) 

defined qualitative research in this way:   

a situated activity that locates the observer in the world. It consists of a set of interpretive, 

material practices that make the world visible. These practices transform the world. They 

turn the world into a series of representations, including field notes, interviews, 

conversations, photographs, recordings, and memos to the self. (p. 3) 

Put another way, qualitative researchers try to “preserve and analyze the situated form, 

content, and experience of social action, rather than subject it to mathematical or other formal 

transformations” (Lindlof & Taylor, 2002, p. 18). Qualitative research should be conducted in 

natural settings, with attention given to contextual issues, be emergent rather than prefigured, 

and follow inductive logic. Also for better understanding, the researcher should be inserted in the 

research process, not apart from it (Rossman & Rallis, 2003).  

Most qualitative research processes start with data gathering. Data might be the basic 

unit of image, sound, or any kind of document. These data are categorized into patterns, called 

information. Information links together and creates knowledge. These are the building blocks of 

knowledge using inductive reasoning. In sum, qualitative research is a tool to describe and 

interpret the meaning of what is observed in the world. By employing these characteristics of 

qualitative research, this dissertation will focus on audience activities and how they can lead to 

understanding SF audiences’ perceptions of science. 
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 Denzin and Lincoln (2005) described a qualitative researcher as not objective and 

politically neutral, but historically and locally situated. This indicates that a qualitative researcher 

should not judge, but try to understand people’s situations in a particular context. Fandom of 

Doctor Who is a global phenomenon; however, Korean fans may develop different meanings, so 

it is important to recognize the fandom of Doctor Who within South Korea’s historical, social and 

media-related circumstances. The socially constructed world is based on relationships among 

people, and every single moment of people’s lives are part of a social process. Most qualitative 

approaches are based on “a logic of discovery and attention to the diverse forms and details of 

social life” (Lindlof and Taylor, 2002, p. 19), seeking to understand how people interpret and 

interact with society.  

One purpose of this dissertation is to better understand the gap between science and the 

public as part of such social interaction. This study explores the meaning of communication 

among publics—fans, science communicators, and policy makers, examining different 

perspectives—fans’ perceptions of science/science policy makers, science communicators’ view 

on fans and science policy makers, and science policy makers’ views on fans/science 

communicators—paying special attention to areas of overlap. This dissertation’s research 

questions lead to qualitative research because qualitative research is about understanding and 

sustaining the relationships among people and allowing them to express their views in their own 

words (Glesne, 2010). Investigating Doctor Who fandom from the point of view of a fan can 

provide a better understanding of fans than would collecting data in an artificial research setting. 

 It is important to understand the interaction between media and audience because media 

have become a part of our daily lives (Peterson, 2003). Elaborating on this perspective, Peterson 

(2003) described media “as means of communication, as symbols for modernity and 

transformation, and as resources for cultural action. Media consumption . . . involves not only 

passive viewing but ritual activity, ways of speaking, play and forms of social organization” (p. 2). 

Potter (1996) stated that most ethnographic researchers get into the field and gather their data 

through observation and interviews, and noted that the case study is the most popular form of 

ethnographic research.  
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In audience studies, it is especially important to investigate why and how people interact 

with the media and the meaning of their media-related activities. This study analyzes how fans’ 

everyday activities reflect the reception of science through Doctor Who. One way to approach the 

meaning of social phenomenon is to conduct qualitative research through observation and 

interviews. Scholz and Tietje (2002) explain that a case study “is considered from a specified 

perspective and with a special interest. It is unique, one among others (Stake, 1995, p. 2) and “is 

always to related to something general” (p. 1). Stake (1995) described the characteristics of a 

case study this way:  

A case study is expected to catch the complexity of a single case. . . . We study a case 

when it itself is of very special interest. We look for the detail of interaction with its 

context. Case study is the study of the particularity and complexity of a single case, 

coming to understand its activity within important circumstances. (Stake 1995, xi) 

This dissertation offers a unique opportunity to understand the relationship between 

science communication and science fiction television program fandom. One reason I am 

interested in this topic is that few scholars investigate fandom in the science communication 

context.  Yet the lack of prior attention does not mean there is no possibility of developing a 

science communication perspective in science fiction television fandom. Instead, investigating 

Doctor Who fandom in depth may reveal possible linkages between science fiction fandom and 

science in terms of science communication. This case study can suggest a guide for the role and 

possible potential of fandom in science communication research. Bernard (1995) pointed out “[i]n 

an ethnographic case study, there is exactly one unit of analysis—the community of village or 

tribe” (p. 35-36). For this study, the unit of analysis will be fans of Doctor Who who are active in 

online communities, science communicators, and science policy professionals. Therefore, to 

develop an ethnographic case study on Doctor Who fandom, this study will conduct participatory 

observation and in-depth interviews. 
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Data Sources 

Participants 

This study focuses on three groups in particular—fans, SF experts, and science policy 

professionals—to explore Doctor Who fandom. By combing interview and focus groups, this study 

hopes to provide a broader viewpoint on Doctor Who fandom.  

 The first identified group is fans of Doctor Who. To recruit participants and conduct these 

interviews, the researcher searched one of the biggest online fan communities from both Korean 

portal sites (DAUM and NAVER). The people who created and manage these fan communities 

were interviewed to understand the broad activities of fans, and because of the nature of online 

communication, members’ activities could be traced. Contact information of staff members also 

could be found; therefore, staff was contacted and recruited by email. The manager of the fan 

community was asked to assist in recruiting focus group participants from their online community.  

The second group of participants was science communication scholars. In South Korea, 

there are several professionals who have written books and/or articles on science fiction in 

science communication. In addition, the director of a SF museum and the creator of a SF fanzine 

(fan magazine) were interviewed because these participants could provide a broader historical 

perspective and information about the status of science fiction in South Korea. Among these 

participants, some were interviewed as both fans of science fiction and science communication 

scholars.  

The last group of participants was professionals engaged in national science policy 

development, especially those who deal with science in popular culture. The main focus for these 

participants was how they approach the public to promote national science policy. Preliminary 

interview questions are available in Appendix A.  

The in-depth interviews and observations will provide a better understanding of each 

groups’ viewpoints on science fiction. In chapter 5, similarities and differences in perspectives on 

science fiction will be discussed to assess how science fiction can act as a bridge between fans 

and science. 
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Interviews 

In-depth interviews with three different groups of people: fans, science communicators, 

and science policy makers. Patton (2001) explained the purpose of qualitative interviewing, 

stating that it enables researchers to study from someone else’s perspective: 

Qualitative interviewing begins with the assumption that the perspective of others 

is meaningful, knowable, and able to be made explicit. We interview to find out 

what is in and on someone else’s mind, to gather their stories . . . to capture how 

those being interviewed view their world, to learn their terminology and 

judgments, and to capture the complexities of their individual perceptions and 

experiences. (p. 341) 

As a result of this effort, the researcher can feel confident that he or she is working with what 

Patton explains is the “fundamental principle of qualitative interviewing,” which “is to provide a 

framework within which respondents can express their own understandings in their own terms” (p. 

348). Furthermore, Lindlof and Taylor (2002) explain that qualitative interviewing is used with 

subjects: 

to understand their perspective on a scene, to retrieve their experiences from the past, to 

gain expert insight or information, to obtain descriptions of events that are normally 

unavailable for observation, to foster trust, to understand sensitive relationships, and to 

create a record of discourse that can subsequently be analyzed. (p. 5) 

Following in-depth interviews, a focus group interviews were also conducted. Krueger and Casey 

(2009) pointed out that the purpose of a focus group is "to listen and gather information. It is a 

way to better understand how people feel or think about an issue, product or service. Focus 

groups are used to gather opinions” (p. 2). Based on these purposes, the authors suggested 

considering focus group interviews when: 

• . . . [the researcher] looking for the range of ideas of feelings that people have 

about something. . . . 

• . . . [the researcher] trying to understand differences in perspectives between 

groups or categories of people. . . .  
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• The purpose is to uncover factors that influence opinions, behavior or motivation. 

. . .  

• . . . [the researcher] want[s] ideas to emerge from the group. . . .  

• . . . [the researcher] want[s] to pilot-test ideas, materials, plans or policies. . . . 

• The researcher needs information to design a large-scale quantitative study. . . . 

• The researcher needs information to help shed light on quantitative data already 

collected. . . .  

• The clients or intended audience places high value on capturing the comments or 

language used by the target audience. (p. 19-20) 

Focus groups were also chosen because of the methodology’s several strengths. The first 

strength is “the ability to produce concentrated amounts of data on precisely the topic of interest” 

(Morgan, 1997, p. 13). The second strength of focus groups is “their reliance on interaction in the 

group to produce the data” (Morgan, 1997, p. 15). On the other hand, a weakness is that “the 

group itself may influence the nature of the data it produces” (p. 15). In this study, the possibility 

of the group’s influence—the fans—can itself give another way to look at the nature or the 

characteristics of the group. That is, the interaction among fans is important to understand the 

fandom phenomenon. Morgan (1997) presented a means of linking individual interviews and 

focus group data in order to improve one’s understanding of different groups of people: 

A different “supplementary” use for with type of interview would be to learn about 

differences among potential interviewees. . . . This would be especially useful if one set of 

individual interviews as already completed and the goal was to select among several 

groups for a comparison to the existing data. Alternatively, when deciding whether to mix 

certain population segments in focus groups or to listen to them in separate groups, a 

small number of preliminary individual interviews could show whether the various 

participants’ ways of speaking about the topic would allow for a comfortable conversation. 

For example, preliminary individual interviews could indicate whether different cultural 

groups shared not just similar experiences and perspectives but also compatible ways of 

expressing and interacting around these experiences and perspectives. (p. 22-23) 
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Interviewing fans and conducting focus group of fans of Doctor Who will heighten the 

understanding of Doctor Who fans’ viewpoints on the program and their perceptions of science. 

The reason for interviewing three different groups of people is to look for the connection between 

fandom and the perception of science/national science policy. Science communicators and 

science policy-related professionals could offer a general idea of how authorities approach the 

dissemination of scientific knowledge to the general public. Interviewing different groups, can 

reveal different perceptions of science: the fandom perspective on science will differ from science 

communicators’ or science policy makers’ views on science. Identifying and discussing these 

different perspectives on science and science fiction might yield new ideas for effective science 

communication to the public.  

Researchers journal 

Richardson (1994) considered writing as “a way of ‘knowing’—a method of discovery and 

analysis. By writing in different ways, we discover new aspects of our topic and our relationship to 

it” (p. 516). A reflexive journal was used for the entire process of the study, including collecting 

data as well as how and when I made decisions. Merriam (2009) stated that researchers “need to 

explain their biases, dispositions, and assumptions regarding the research to be undertaken” (p. 

219).  

Textual analysis 

Along with in-depth interviews and a focus group, this study conducted textual analysis of 

online community bulletin boards. Lockyer (2008) described textual analysis as “a method of data 

analysis that closely examines either the content and meaning of texts or their structure and 

discourse” (p. 865). Examining the content of online bulletin boards can show how and what 

scientific information is exchanged among online fans. Lockyer (2008) addressed textual analysis 

as a useful methodology “that has increased understanding of the construction of textual meaning 

in variety of cultural texts.” (p. 865). The online NAVER cafe FDWS many categories such as 

most visited bulletin board, report/suggestion, must see board, event, reflection board, free board, 

information, Q&A, and fan works. In the information category, there are six sub-categories. One 
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of them is Doctor Who information. I searched the Doctor Who information sub-category for 

scientific terms fans shared. 

Data Collection 

Recruiting participants 

To understand how fans become aware of science through Doctor Who, several in-depth 

interviews, a focus group and observations have been conducted. The total participants of this 

study are 19: seven provided in-depth interviews, six joined a focus group, two in an online chat 

interview, and four in email interviews.  

 Before participants were recruited, the background of Korean SF culture was explored to 

gain a proper understanding of Doctor Who fandom. Reaching out to participants was not easy. It 

was difficult to contact Doctor Who fans and non-Doctor Who fans—SF experts, a scientist, a 

policy official, and media personnel. There were several difficulties in recruiting interviews and a 

focus group, which will be addressed in the following section.  

 To begin the study, I started to look for people and places where I could get information 

on Korean SF culture. I found the only SF library, South Korea, located in Seoul. I checked the 

bulletin board and found there were several events and public lectures related to SF. The SF 

library helped me identify and reach out to SF experts and provided a basic understanding of 

Korean SF culture. Participants for this study are divided in two groups: Doctor Who fans and 

non-Doctor Who fans. Non-Doctor Who fans include SF experts (SF library director, SF writer, SF 

archive owner), a scientist, a policy official, and a media representative (KBS producer). To 

distinguish these two groups, non-Doctor Who fans are in the pseudonym of DW1 (SF library 

director), DW2 (SF writer), DW3 (SF archive owner), DW4 (scientist), DW5 (policy official), and 

DW6 (KBS producer); Doctor Who fans in the focus group will be presented as fan. Other fans 

who also participated in face-to-face interviews, email interviews, and an online chat interview will 

use the following pseudonyms: j, r, kc, ey, mw, dh, jm.  

 In the process of contacting interview participants, participants could choose their 

interview settings such as face-to-face, phone, email, and online chatting. All interviews were 

conducted from May 28, 2013 to June 11, 2013.  Among the 12 interview participants, seven 
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participants chose face-to-face, four interviewees chose email, and two interviews were 

conducted in an online chat room.  

Getting to know Doctor Who fans 

Lindlof and Taylor (2002) argued that effective participant observation comes from 

“researchers’ having been there” (p. 135). To have “been there,” first I looked for the two biggest 

online Doctor Who communities from each major Korean portal site—DAUM and NAVER. The 

reason for choosing online fan community was based in part on my previous research, for my 

master’s thesis, regarding the meaning of the television program Lost as a cultural product in 

South Korea (Kim, 2007). In South Korea, online fan communities were active, and in some 

cases large fan communities had good relationship with media production teams. For example, 

the Lost media production team held events for fan, such as a visit to dubbing studios to see the 

whole dubbing process (Lost, 2006). Through online communities, I found not only fandom itself, 

but also fans’ extended relationships with other groups such as members of the media production 

team. Interviewing and observing the online fan community helped me better understand fandom 

in relation to the media industry. For the present study I followed similar steps to join the online 

fan community to engage with fans of Doctor Who. I joined as a member of each online 

community and observed other members’ daily activities.  

 To recruit participants for the focus group of Doctor Who fans, I searched online fan cafes 

through DAUM and NAVER. Mainly, I looked for the largest cafes and those having the most 

recent activity. On DAUM, the largest cafe has 517 members but the latest activities were in 

2012. On NAVER, there are two top cafes: Tardis Crew with 20,812 members and For Doctor 

Who’s (FDWS) with 15,842 members (the number of cafe members is based on data from March 

22, 2013). These two cafes seemed comparatively active. Therefore, I decided to look at the 

NAVER cafes Tardis Crew and FDWS for this study. To access the activities on cafes, I became 

a member of each cafe on March 23, 2013. On the front page of each café, next page of the main 

photo, several lists of categories provide the first glance of new postings in general.  
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Figure 1. The front page of Tardis Crew café. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The front page of FDWS cafe.  
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 Kozinets (2010) warned of the danger of stepping into an online community as a 

researcher without first achieving an adequate understanding of its culture. The researcher needs 

to take time to observe and learn the culture of online community. For this study, being a new 

member of the café, my access and ability to write on café bulletin boards were limited. To be 

able to access and write on a certain board, the café manager has to approve the member’s 

level. Unfortunately, this study needed to conduct a focus group within a limited time frame. Given 

these constraints, the best option was to contact the café manager directly. Therefore, I emailed 

the cafe managers of Tardis Crew and FDWS explaining my situation and asking for help. Based 

on my experience from my master’s thesis, I also recruited interview participants through online 

cafes. For that study, online cafe members were active and responded promptly, stating whether 

they wanted to participate or not. However, such was not the case this time. Cafe managers were 

not responding or not checking their email at all—NAVER email provides a service that shows 

when a receiver reads a message. In the café information, there were lists of people who 

managed the café, including an assistant manager and staff. Therefore, I started emailing and 

messaging them to request help. Tardis Crew has six staff members and FDWS has five staff 

members. Although I sent messages to 12 staff members, only the FDWS manager contacted 

me. Therefore, focus group recruiting was done through FDWS only. Difficulties contacting staff 

members made me consider other options to contact fans, such as an online chat room and other 

online SF communities. I explored the online café chat rooms of Tardis Crew and FDWS for the 

next possible interviews. Two people showed interest in participating, so the interview was set up 

at 9 p.m. April 10, 2013 under the title of Doctor Who fandom in Tardis Crew cafe. The whole chat 

room interview was recorded by using a screen recording option in QuickTime Player.  

 I looked into other possible online fan communities for recruiting a focus group: a British 

drama gallery in DC inside and the JoySF.com website. DC inside is one of the largest portal 

sites in South Korea with services including gallery, gallog—the word combining of gallery and 

blog—dc news, and games (Dcinside, n.d.). The gallery section consists of an online community 

with the combination images and a bulletin board so people can discuss various topics. The 

gallery has various categories including an overseas broadcasting section organized in four 
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categories: U.S. drama, Japanese drama, U.K. drama and general programming channel. In the 

U.K. drama gallery, there were many postings concerning Doctor Who and Sherlock. The 

JoySF.com website is one of the largest Korean SF fan communities (Han, 2012). I posted the 

recruitment message for the Doctor Who fans focus group in both sites. There were several 

interesting comments on my postings. In the U.K. drama gallery community, there were some 

concerns about privacy, so they suggested organizing an email interview or survey rather than a 

focus group. In the JoySF.com website, one person offered to tweet my focus group recruitment 

message through her/his account and advised me to not share my personal information in the 

public. Another person suggested other websites where I could find Doctor Who fans.  

  From both sites, I could not recruit any focus group participants, but they suggested 

other options. With these suggestions, I tweeted a focus group recruitment message on my 

Twitter account. My tweet was retweeted by a SF writer, one of the interviewees, so 13 tweets in 

total were tweeted because of the JoySF website and the SF writer. It seemed hopeful that the 

first focus group meeting would happen. At the same time, I looked into the other suggested 

websites.  

 Two focus group meetings were scheduled on April 13th and April 14th, 2013 (Saturday 

and Sunday) in the afternoon at one of the well-known study coffee houses in Seoul. When the 

recruitment message was posted, there were 15 response comments, but mostly they could not 

participate. For the younger members who wanted to participate, the manager replied on each of 

their postings that there was no limit on age for participating in the focus group. According to the 

manager, there was no further personal message for participating the meeting and no more 

response on message board after 15 comments. However, the two focus group meetings were 

not canceled because there were possible participants based on several numbers of re-tweets on 

Twitter and some participants who did not reply on message board. Nobody showed up to both 

meetings and the first and second trial of recruiting a focus group failed.  

  Because of the failure of recruiting a focus group, recruiting methods, rewards, and many 

other options had to be considered. On the first recruitment message, the reward for participating 

in a focus group was a gift card ($20 value) that could be used to buy books, CDs, DVDs, or any 
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cultural event tickets. The cultural gift card was not strong enough to bring people to participate in 

a focus group. Other than the cultural gift card, screening of an episode of Doctor Who seemed to 

be appealing based on the reaction from the FDWS manager and a Doctor Who party Twitter 

person. These two people helped to find the episode to screen and the location. These two 

people showed some positive responses to a screening because they had wanted to do it before, 

but there had not been any kind of screening event in the Doctor Who fan community. The FDWS 

manager and Doctor Who party Twitter person helped to spread the word about a focus group 

and screening. The third and fourth trials of focus group meetings were scheduled on Saturdays: 

May 4 and May 11, 2013. Most people wanted to participate on May 11. Only one person showed 

up on May 4, so the third trial of a focus group on May 4 failed, but the meeting went to a face-to-

face interview. The fourth and last focus group was scheduled for the afternoon of May 11. Before 

the focus group, the FDWS manager told me nine people might participate, but only seven people 

attended, including the Doctor Who party Twitter person who had already done a face-to-face 

interview. Therefore, the actual focus group participants were six. The whole focus group meeting 

was recorded in video and audio. The only successful focus group provided a positive example 

for future screening events. The manager of FDWS asked how to organize events (location, 

technical issues on screening, and budget). In fact, FDWS organized a screening event on July 

13 at SF library.4 

Online bulletin board  

Each category was searched by the title (subject) and the content. Therefore, I searched 

“science theory” in Doctor Who information category using the combination of the title (subject) 

and the content. The search engine found that 30 fans had posted in 40 postings from June 11, 

2007 to September 12, 2010.  

Data Analysis 

 All interviews and the focus group interviews were recorded. Face-to-face interviews 

were audio recorded. In the online chat room interview, the chat room screen was recorded using 

the screen-recording option on QuickTime Player. All interviews were conducted in Korean and 

                                                        
4 Information from café http://cafe.naver.com/drwhos/76910 
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translated into English. All transcriptions were collected in three categories: fans, SF 

experts/scientists, and science policy officer/media person. All fans’ interviews were combined in 

Evernote—an application that creates and organizes notes easily. Each participant’s responses 

of interview questions were combined. Other groups’ interviews transcriptions were combined as 

well and followed the same procedure. In the process of analyzing interview answers, emerging 

common themes were color-coded. Each interview notes included the summary of each theme.  

Trustworthiness Criteria 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) addressed the issue of establishing trustworthiness in 

naturalistic inquiry: “how can an inquirer persuade his or her audiences (including self) that the 

findings of an inquiry are worth paying attention to, worth taking account of? What arguments can 

be mounted, what criteria invoked, what questions asked, that would be persuasive on this 

issue?” (p. 290). To establish trustworthiness, there are criteria of credibility, transferability, 

dependability, and confirmability.   

Credibility of the findings was enhanced by triangulation—three different groups of 

participants and using different methods (interviews, focus groups, and textual analysis)—, 

referential adequacy—all interviews audio or video recorded—, and member checks—during 

interview, topics and issues checked by another participants. Transformability was established by 

thick description. Lincoln and Guba (1985) wrote, “[t]he case study provides the ‘thick description’ 

so necessary for judgments of transferability. It is responsibility of the inquirer to provide a 

sufficient base to permit a person contemplating application in another receiving setting to make 

the needed comparisons of similarity” (p. 359). All participants and text were described in detail. 

Providing an audit trail of process of the study presents dependability criteria so that other 

researchers can obtain similar findings in similar circumstances. The confirmability of the study 

was established by triangulation of data—interviews, focus group interviews, and textual 

analysis—and audit trail of method and analysis.
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CHAPTER 4 

BEING A DOCTOR WHO FAN  

As prior chapters have established, the purpose of this study is to provide an 

understanding of Korean Doctor Who fandom from a science communication perspective. This 

study explores the perception of science through three different groups of people: Doctor Who 

fans, SF professionals including scientist, a policy professional, and media personnel—a KBS 

producer who imported and produced a dubbed version of Doctor Who. Fans could share how 

their activities can be understandable in terms of SciCom. SF experts could give in-depth 

descriptions of Korean SF culture and the relationship between science and SF in Korean 

context. The science policy professional could show the current direction of Korean science 

policy, thereby allowing me to see where and how SF plays a role in science culture policy. 

Finally, the producer can give an idea of the popularity of Doctor Who and fan activities.   

Understanding of Doctor Who fandom 

 This section describes Doctor Who fans’ responses to science, SF, and science culture. 

SF professionals who are participating in this study provide background information regarding 

South Korean SF culture, science culture, and science policy. At the end of this section, Doctor 

Who fandom is discussed from a SciCom perspective to explore the value of Doctor Who fandom 

in science culture and science policy in South Korea.  

The background of Korean SF culture can provide the foundation to understand Doctor 

Who fandom. SF professionals and a scientist described Korean SF culture based on their 

experience as SF fans. One of the SF experts, DW1, addressed Korean SF culture: 

[It] is very tied to the reality. If you look close to SF [culture] in Japan and America, they 

show many imaginary aspects. . . . In our country, the space opera is not that popular. . . 

. We don’t consider the legend of superheroes as SF. Why? It's far from the realistic 

world. . . . our people are very realistic. . . . In our language, Korean does not have a 

word meaning the future or tomorrow. . . . There are many words that describe the past 

such as ‘yesterday’, ‘the day before yesterday’, and ‘old’. However, there is no such a 

word in Korean that describes the future time. Both words meaning tomorrow and the 
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future came from Chinese characters. I think it’s because for a long time, we were under 

the influence of Confucianism. Confucianism is not a realistic religion but it’s more about 

realistic ethics. In Confucianism, it always makes to think about the person in front of you, 

a phenomenon that you see, and something in front of you. It’s all about something right 

in front of you and you can see at that moment. It would not make people to think about 

what would come later. . . . In my opinion, SF in our country was greatly influenced by 

these characteristics: focusing more on what confronts us, the profits that we can actually 

see and obtain, the tendency of looking for tangible things, and also the idea that SF 

genre in Korea has been persecuted compared to other genres. (DW1, personal 

communication, March 28, 2013) 

DW1 described Korean SF culture through the social philosophical background of Korean society. 

In essence, he pointed out that the foundation of SF was a poor fit with Korean society.    

Another SF professional, DW3, described SF culture in relation to the social historical 

background of South Korea. 

In Korea, it seemed that more people encountered SF through visual media more 

generally. Of course, even before, people encountered print media but it was so limited. . 

. . Korea receives SF contents from Japan—once filtered by Japanese taste—rather than 

accepting it directly from English speaking countries. . . . For example, except for a few, 

most English-speaking countries or Western cultural foreign translation books which were 

published in 1980s were translated into Japanese first, then we re-translated into Korean. 

. . . In the 19th century, Japan was called the kingdom of translation. Since the 19th 

century, Japan took foreign cultures in their own way. During the Japanese colonial 

period [in Korea]—1930s and 1940s before independence—the so-called youth elites’ 

educated language was Japanese. . . . This phenomenon continued even after 

independence. Those who can read and consume Japanese have positions in publication 

industries as a translator, writer, journalist, or any higher social positions. I think this also 

influenced the genre of SF in Korea and especially the Japanese filtering had a strong 

impact. Therefore, when we say Korean people accept SF culture as the part of Western 
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culture, the taste would be close to Japanese trend rather than Korean’s preference. . . . 

Coming out from Japanese influence and accepting English-speaking countries, people 

started to recognize SF in the late 1990s. . . . Until the 1990s, SF in Korea . . . was 

preferred in visual form of media rather than print, and most SF animation was from 

Japan. There was very little animation from English-speaking countries. I’d say this is 

quite a unique characteristic of Korean SF culture. In short, we have very short history 

and very little of our own SF culture. (DW3, personal communication, April 3, 2013)  

Finally, the SF professional DW2 pointed that out Korean SF culture is divided into two different 

areas.  

I think there is a difference between SF novels and SF in other media like movies and 

TV. . . . To be exact, it feels like SF readers exist among other groups, the group of 

people who watch SF movies and television shows. The readers’ standards are high and 

their understanding is very deep. . . . I don’t know if it’s a meaningful difference but the 

education level of the readers is high due to the fact that the fandom has formed by the 

translated works. (DW2, personal communication, May 27, 2013) 

Obviously some professionals do see a difference between SF novel fans and SF media fans. 

Clute and Nicholls (1993) explained that SF fandom is divided between “those fans whose main 

love is written SF and the so-called media fans, who prefer SF in the form of cinema, television or 

comics” (p. 403). Because of the history of SF literature in South Korea, imported SF novels were 

only available to elites who could read English/Japanese. Interestingly, some dedicated SF fans 

are so dedicated that they have started their own SF publishing companies (Han, 2012 p. 96). 

Otherwise, media SF fans are close to the general public in the way they access and enjoy SF. 

This supports one of the reasons why this study specifically chose Doctor Who fans—media 

fans—because they are easily exposed to SF and become familiar with SF and science through 

the program.  

The interviews with DW1, DW2, and DW3 presented Korean SF from cultural and 

historical perspectives. Because of the influence of Confucianism, Korean people prefer to see 

and think in realistic ways. As a result, little cultural space was given to SF in South Korea. Even 
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in this circumstance, Korean SF fans have found a way to develop their own culture. Korean SF 

fandom is divided into two categories: written and media fans. SF fans who fall into the category 

of written SF usually hold graduate degrees, which enables them to enjoy SF literature imported 

from foreign countries, especially Japan and English-speaking countries. To this point, one 

unique circumstance in SF culture in South Korea was the historical influence of Japan. Importing 

SF from Japan altered SF taste in South Korea; however, since late 1990s, Korean SF has 

seemed to break away from the Japanese influence and has built their own SF according to their 

preferences. This cultural background may cause some stereotypical views on SF. DW3 

described these stereotypes: 

In general, I always mention three main stereotypes of SF in Korea. First, the public 

assumes that you need to be familiar with science if you really want to enjoy or get into 

SF genre. …Second, people treat SF as a childish or kitsch product. . . . Last point, . . . 

people think a good SF should cover state-of-art technology and difficult science theory. 

(DW3, personal communication, April 3, 2013) 

In a focus group, participants did not directly present these stereotypes but some showed 

stereotypical viewpoints regarding SF. Throughout fan interviews, one interesting finding was that 

not all Doctor Who fans were SF fans. Some of them did not consider themselves SF fans, even 

though they knew Doctor Who is considered part of the science fiction genre. The comments 

were: “So far, I read some of SF novels, but not really into it” (jm, personal communication, p. 3, 

April 27, 2013), “most books and comics related to the SF films are considered as Hard SF; this is 

an established norm that has to be understood but it is too diverse. Ah, I’m not a SF fan, but I am 

a fan of Doctor Who” (mw, personal communication, April 13, 2013). These comments indicated 

that they approached hard core SF novels differently than SF films. They recognized the SF 

genre as hard SF, especially if the SF was received through SF novels. However, they hesitated 

to consider themselves SF fans when they merely enjoyed watching Doctor Who. Participants 

seem to have the perception that hard SF fans are “geeks,” but those who do not read SF 

literature do not see themselves as dedicated written SF fans. In this study, Doctor Who fans are 
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media SF fans rather than written SF fans. Furthermore, media SF fans consume media similar to 

the general public, which means that media SF could be more accessible to a broader audience.  

Some participants did describe themselves as SF fans. When I asked why they liked SF, 

they explained,  

“SF has usually solid stories and through SF, I can learn scientific knowledge. . . . SF has 

such an interesting story that might break our imagination framework” (j, personal 

communication, April 10, 2013); “it expands the scope of imagination” (fan, personal 

communication, May 11, 2013); “SF shows the things that can only be possible in 

imagination indirectly.” (fan, personal communication, May 11, 2013) 

One comment, which was important because it identified the relation of science to SF, was that 

SF provided scientific knowledge and encouraged the audience to understand it. In addition, SF 

breaks an existing imagination framework. These comments, then, suggest two possible 

purposes of SF: one is its ability to help people learn something about science and the second is 

it may enable people to expand their imaginations. 

In their conversation about the relation between science and SF, participants said, “SF 

shows unfulfilled science work in a probable way” (fan, personal communication, May 11, 2013), 

“SF is one-step advanced and science follows SF” (fan, personal communication, May 11, 2013), 

“SF pays more attention to imagination rather than science. SF is not exactly focused on science 

but based on it” (dh, personal communication, May 4, 2013). In essence, participants thought the 

relation of SF to science as inseparable; they also thought that SF is based on science. One 

participant described how science was presented in Doctor Who: “I would say it’s unscientific, but 

I could say it was followed in a certain rule so it was expressed scientifically” (dh, personal 

communication, May 4, 2013). This person noticed unscientific issues on the show and at the 

same time through those issues he had become aware of how the program developed a scientific 

thinking. This is important because audiences tend to make distinctions between scientific vs. 

unscientific on their own. Further, they developed scientific thinking through the show. Here is the 

value of SF in science: it can make audiences aware of scientific knowledge and enable them to 
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see the thought process used by scientists. In the relationship between science and SF, SF 

experts, including scientist DW4, made an interesting point. 

I think SF can lead someone to attach to science. And also, some knowledge background 

on science could enhance your interest in SF. . . . I personally think that sometimes the 

‘science’ part attracts more people, but if we focus too much on the word, ‘science,’ we 

lose those attraction from the public immediately. . . . In our country, the word ‘science’ 

makes SF less popular. On the other hand, if we try to make people accept science as 

the part of their everyday life, then I believe SF culture will develop as well. In fact, 

science is the study of hypothesis and the process of proving the hypotheses. In science, 

we ask questions such as what would happen if I do this or that? It’s the same questions 

in SF. …It’s the genre that constantly raises many hypotheses. . . . The reason why we 

call it ‘science’ fiction is because it’s full of scientific imaginations. The power of being 

able to imagine something scientifically leads readers to science indirectly. Thus, if 

science develops more, SF will follow the development of science too. People will have 

more interest in science through SF and they will accept science more comfortably than 

before. There’s no such country that has a highly developed SF culture and a low 

scientific development. . . . So among SF fans, some say that if the Naro [satellite] 

launching goes successfully, then the popularity of SF will increase too. (DW1, personal 

communication, March 28, 2013)  

DW1 argued that the relation of science and SF are complementary: if science develops, then SF 

will get popular and vice versa. DW1 pointed out that the success of the national science project 

(Naro satellite launching in South Korea) could make SF more popular. This argument could also 

work in the opposite direction. That is, the popularity of SF could make people aware of national 

science projects. This is an interesting argument in terms of how SF can play a role in science 

communication, especially as it relates to science policy. In the relation of science and SF, DW2 

addressed some of the differences:  

both come from the core idea of “making hypothesis and prove the hypothesis.” . . . 

through the process of making predictions and proving them, science looks for the 
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objective elements. On the other hand, SF finds subjective elements through the process. 

(DW2, personal communication, March 27, 2013) 

Like DW1, DW2 also pointed out the similarity of science and SF in that both rely on scientific 

thinking: making a hypothesis and proving the hypothesis. SF and science are two different ways 

to approach scientific thinking. DW2’s response made the point that a scientific approach is not 

the only way to build scientific thinking. DW3 continued the argument that science and SF are 

reciprocal:   

If I put in a simple word of the relation of science and SF, they are complementary. If 

there is someone new to SF or some writer who wants to write on SF, they take SF as a 

tool of enlightening of science. They understand SF in a narrow angle of it, and also they 

are in the baby step of understanding of SF. Scientists are too focused on a scientific way 

of thinking, a scientific method, and a scientific procedure so that they cannot imagine or 

think outside of the box. Rather, in the field of SF, imagination provides opportunities to 

the readers to think beyond any limitation. Actually, much inspired imagination in SF has 

become a new real scientific outcome. (DW3, personal communication, April 3, 2013) 

DW3 discussed ways in which SF enriches the imagination and overcomes the limitations most 

scientists confront. In addition, DW3 argued the role of SF in science.  

SF also plays a role to enlighten science to the public as well. Besides that role of SF, the 

general public sees science in SF; they encounter some vague positive expectation, 

fantasies of the future events, or we can even call it a superstition. However, SF does not 

always show the future in positive ways. SF tells the stories in various scenarios; the view 

of science depends on us, how we use and apply it beneficially in the future. . . . SF 

culture can be the part of kitsch or as an entertainment. The fandom of SF is the people 

who gathered to enjoy SF. Meanwhile SF fandom can experience different virtues of SF, 

the general public can have more chances to meet SF as an enlightenment of science. 

Either way of SF culture, it may let people be prepared and think of lots of scientific 

issues. (DW3, personal communication, April 3, 2013) 
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As DW3 pointed out, SF provides the general public with a way to enrich people’s imaginations 

as they consider the future. In a more practical way, DW4 addressed the potential involvement of 

SF for understanding science.  

Especially, my generation experienced the dream; the imagination of SF was a step 

ahead of reality. . . . SF creates a new world based on probable scientific facts. In that 

sense, SF seems to be a science book, brings a new strange imagination within a 

scientific process. . . . As always, scientific discoveries pop up as wondrous things; 

people need SF as a channel to adjust to accept those scientific discoveries. SF is a kind 

of buffer that people can play with. Inside of SF world, it is not only the part of science but 

also a new world, including relationships of human society. Therefore, SF drives people 

to understand science more closely to its nature. This is why I think SF is really important 

process that helps people to understand science. (DW4, personal communication, April 

15, 2013) 

DW4 pointed out how SF could easily be related to people’s daily lives because SF also deals 

with human society and its relationships. Further, DW4 discussed how SF and science could be 

closely tied naturally. As SF experts’ interviews revealed, they considered SF and science as the 

part of human cultural phenomenon.  

During the interview, I found it interesting to learn that participants used the term ‘science 

culture.’ The term, ‘science culture’ used officially means the approaches of science and 

technology from a cultural perspective. The term is used commonly in South Korea. However, the 

connotation of the term seemed to vary among different groups. Still, SF fans and professionals 

believed that science culture in South Korea still needed to develop; otherwise, the official in the 

KOFAC foundation seemed to be satisfied in their current development of science cultural events 

from a policy perspective. SF experts discussed science culture as another culture that our 

society should build. DW1 gave a good example of the role of SF and science culture from other 

countries.  

Many robot engineers in Japan were in love with Astro Boy before they became 

scientists. A lot of robot engineers in US started their passion in science with the works of 
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Isaac Asimov. There’s even a company named the Eye Robot. I think that’s very natural 

to them. Let me be more specific. I think SF can be a big help to bring scientific culture to 

the public. I think this will eventually help to develop science. But, in our country, we do 

not approach science in that way. That’s not right. (DW1, personal communication, March 

27, 2013) 

DW1 pointed out that different cultures perceive SF and technology in unique ways that cannot 

be standardized. That is, SF and technology are so culturally determined that there is no way to 

artificially enforce top down, one-way communication between the government and the public. At 

the same time, DW1 identified that South Korea did not approach science and technology 

through SF culture. Following DW1, DW4 discussed the usage and meaning of the term of 

science culture in South Korea.  

The word [science culture] itself is not important. . . . the popularizing science experts are 

the people who do activities such as science story telling, targeting to the general public, 

right? Those are the ones who brought the idea and set up the system on popular 

science writing. They are the previous generation heavily influenced by the enlightenment 

perspective of science. . . . Their notion has remained a tradition and continues the 

aftermath of the popularizing science. . . . The word ‘culture’ has become a trend these 

days in Korea. . . . The word, science culture, seems to be more comprehensive and 

more associated with our lives . . . science culture is a little bit more comfortable, not 

intrusive but naturally encountered in everyday life activities, reflecting the wonder of 

science. (DW4, personal communication, April 15, 2013)  

SF experts argued science culture should be more naturally spread out to the public in a 

grassroots movement rather than coming from top-down authorities’ control. This argument 

represented the current circumstance of where science culture stood in South Korea. From this 

perspective, participants emphasized the importance of SF in science culture. DW1 addressed 

the value of SF as one of social measurement.   

If the society accepts SF, then that society also means very open-society. . . . where the 

SF culture develops, scientific culture develops as well. It also could mean that people 
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can accept science as a culture. SF is a minor genre at everywhere. Therefore, the 

development of SF culture represents that country has high-developed cultural values. 

That country shows the diversity in their culture. Also, SF requires some imagination and 

through the scientific imagination, people can discover something new. I think that’s why 

it’s a big help for the society. (DW1, personal communication, March 27, 2013)  

DW1 made an interesting point that the SF genre in society represents the degree of openness in 

the society. In addition, DW3 insisted that the value of SF is crucial for the preparation of our 

future.  

In 21st century, everything develops really fast. We need to be prepared for the possible 

issues of the scientific technologies, because we cannot setup for the future social ethics 

and agreement in advance. Future issues can be very flexible and deeply difficult for the 

general public to judge what is right or wrong. In those situations, SF can be very helpful 

for making a better decision. . . . Alvin Toffler [author of Future Shock]’s claim is very 

important for the generation like them (early 20s and teenagers who grown up within a 

rapid scientific technological development) who think of changing technological 

environment naturally. Toffler asserted that school should teach SF for the students to 

get ready for the various future scenarios. In that sense, SF is important field to be 

considered carefully and I totally agree with him. Therefore, SF is important and a good 

tool for the general public in terms of science communication. I strongly insist the 

importance of SF in a modern society especially in this 21st century, which is more 

significant than any other time era. . . . In this critical turning point, we need to prepare 

wisely for upcoming future scenarios. As science technology changes quickly, we need to 

adapt faster. SF will help us to experience possible future scenarios in advance. (DW3, 

personal communication, April 3, 2013) 

While DW3 suggested SF could be a guide for the future, the other SF professional, DW4, 

believes the role of SF is to serve as a starting point for people to think about science differently: 

“SF or expanding popular science culture may play a role of a potential trigger to make it 

(science) happen. I think that role would be satisfied. We cannot make the whole world of people 
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as scientists and we don’t need to” (DW4, personal communication, April 15, 2013). In sum, all of 

these SF experts’ opinions on the stereotypes, value, and importance of SF overlaps with the 

focus group participants and other fan interviews. 

 All participants who watched the first season of Doctor Who started to become fans of the 

show soon thereafter. In addition, most of them were elementary or middle school students when 

they first watched Doctor Who. The main reason they developed a serious liking for the show was 

because of the attractive appearance and characteristics of the Doctor as well as the 

relationships between other characters. In addition, fans loved the show because of the storyline. 

When I asked Doctor Who fans why they liked Doctor Who, they said that they could not stop 

watching the show because of its witty, friendly, and emotional narrative. With regard to the 

narrative, one participant explained, “Doctor Who respects diversity. On Doctor Who, it seems 

that even U.K. may still have some social issues of discrimination such as sexual minorities, 

ethnicity, and various appearances; however, Doctor Who has been handling those issues with 

respect. Doctor resolves the issues of war, fights, and conflicts in his own peaceful way” (ey, 

personal communication, April 19, 2013). This participant looked at diversity as a social issue. 

This indicates that television programs are not just for entertainment, but they make people aware 

and encourage them to engage with social issues. On the diversity issue, another participant 

pointed out the characteristic of the Doctor. “The Doctor is a really attractive protagonist 

compared to any heroes from US Marvel and DC Comics. He has a unique British hero’s charm, 

quite different from American heroes. Doctor Who’s appeal is Doctor itself” (kc, personal 

communication, April 17, 2013). Unlike other shows, participants pointed out, there is no good vs. 

bad plot throughout the program. The main character does not alienate the opposing character 

but sympathizes with him or her; at the end of most episodes, other characters can do the same 

as the Doctor. One participant mentioned that the relationship of the Doctor and his companions, 

especially their dynamic, made her feel SF elements more closely than before. I think this 

participant may think SF seems to be distant when compared to other shows, but the narratives 

of the Doctor Who characters’ dynamic make her comfortable with SF. This reveals that an 

effective narrative can enable non-SF fans to become familiar with SF. In addition, SF fans who 
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watch Doctor Who become emotionally closer to its actors. Emotional attachment to the program 

may influence the feelings or attitude toward science in positive way. Participants discussed the 

popularity of Doctor Who not only in terms of its effective narrative but also in terms of new 

content: “We do not have a chance to look at those kind of contents; it makes fresh and new to 

people so easily fall into it” (fan, personal communication, May 11, 2013), “Sometimes it takes us 

to horror, thriller, or touching narratives” (fan, personal communication, May 11, 2013), and “I can 

guess the sudden rise of fandom might be the second season when the new Doctor, David 

Tennant, joined the show. Relatively, episodes with the writer, Russell Davis, and Tennant 

include lots of adventurous elements Korean audiences may like” (jm, personal communication, 

April 27, 2013). A media person, a KBS producer using the pseudonym DW5, also looked at the 

popularity of Doctor Who in a way that was similar to fans: “the unique characteristic of the lead 

actor, Doctor. . . . Scenes of exchanging time and space seems to be unrealistic, but clear, 

simple, and pleasant narrative might be the main attractive elements of Doctor Who” (DW5, 

personal communication, June 27, 2013). It seemed that KBS did not expect the popularity of the 

show because as DW5 explained, high ratings and positive responses from fans were not 

expected. DW5 also noted that because fans of Doctor Who were so active, KBS decided to 

continue importing the show. At the same time, DW5 mentioned that fans requested KBS 

produce dubbed Doctor Who DVDs, an unusual request from fans. According to DW5, Doctor 

Who fandom is active because it is demanding where their interests are concerned. This is 

important in terms of linking the fandom and science culture policy because policy professionals 

may learn how to shape policy as a result of listening to the demands of fans and observing their 

active engagement.  

In addition to the comments participants made about the attractive characters and good 

storytelling in Doctor Who, participants also discussed the different settings and special effects in 

the show and compared these elements to other U.S. and Korean shows. Although Korean 

audiences are familiar with U.S. films and television programs, the British program, Doctor Who 

might offered a refreshing or new experience compared to American SF television 

programs/films. For example, some participants explained that they were tired of American 
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television shows and that the British program was refreshing: “I was tired of American drama, at 

that time; most shows were expanding because of their high ratings” (jm, personal 

communication, April 27, 2013). On the question of identifying their favorite SF film or television 

program, participants chose Doctor Who (three participants answered that if the question includes 

Doctor Who, then their answer was definitely Doctor Who). Other participants’ favorite film or 

television program was Evangelion (Japan), Primeval (U.K.), Fringe (U.S.), Avatar (U.S.), 

Stargate (U.S.), and Star Wars (U.S.). As their answers revealed, Korean SF audiences are 

widely exposed to American television programs and films and have been for many years now. 

Because Korean audiences were tired of these overexposed U.S. programs, Korean audiences 

were ready for something new, and they believed that KBS imported Doctor Who because of its 

long history with good ratings globally.  

I also wondered if being a Doctor Who fan led participants to be interested in Korean SF 

television programs or films. I asked their opinion on Korean SF television programs and films, 

including the existence of the genre and their favorites. While one participant could identify her 

favorite Korean SF television program, others were skeptical as to the existence of Korean SF 

television programs and films. Two participants identified several Korean television programs and 

films. Those that they identified had recently aired and covered a time slip issue. Still, participants 

did not point to those programs as their favorites. All responses indicated that Korean Doctor 

Who fans were not hesitant when it came to choosing their favorite foreign SF television program 

or film, but only a few fans could identify their favorite Korean SF television program or film. This 

can be understood because of the way these participants view Korean SF compared to Western 

SF. As participants pointed out, the main difference between Korean SF and Western SF was the 

quality of the product (computer graphic skills) and the capital power (the scale of the product). 

Participants believe that the Korean film industry does not have enough money or technology to 

produce quality SF films.  

Although money and technology could explain such preferences, one participant 

indicated a cultural difference:  
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As Eastern culture focuses mostly on land, Western tries to go out to the space anyway. 

That makes Western pursuits bigger; the East is too busy pioneering each part of the 

earth; that makes such a difference. . . . Eastern movies are about war mostly. However, 

Western movies show space or some kind of disaster films. There’s the difference. (fan, 

personal communication, May 11, 2013) 

This participant’s comment suggests that he has seen the genre of SF more in Western countries 

than Eastern countries and indicates that Korean audiences may have a different impression of 

the SF genre because of their cultural background. This cultural difference may have led some 

participants to look at the current condition of Korean SF a little more critically. That is, 

participants have their own opinion on the SF genre in the South Korea. One participant 

mentioned: "I don’t think they [Korean media production team] consider SF elements carefully in 

their programs" (jm, personal communication, April 27, 2013). This suggests that SF elements 

shown in Korean television programs are perceived to be only a small portion of the dramatic 

factor, not representative of a genre in and of itself.  

In SF, the worldview is important and sensitive. If production team makes the show 

based on the ratings, then they have to change the settings for the ratings. It will ruin the 

show. Therefore, if they do not change the system [media production system], it would be 

hard to have a better condition to produce a drama as well as any SF genres. (fan, 

personal communication, May 11, 2013) 

Participants also discussed some of the current issues of Korean SF genre and media 

production. In particular, despite the current media circumstance of SF genre, participants wanted 

to see a positive future of SF in South Korea under one condition—if the Korean media industry 

decides to improve the environment of producing creative products. Media person participant, 

DW5 also discussed SF issues in Korean television programs and films. He pointed out two 

reasons for few Korean SF television programs and films: “First, it would be the high producing 

cost, and second would be the absence of SF writers. The absence of ideas and infinite 

imagination could not create and plan a good SF television program and film” (DW5, personal 

communication, June 27, 2013). This indicates that the production of Korean SF television 
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programs and films is limited; there is not enough money and few SF writers to produce Korean 

SF. One participant pointed out another social influence on the genre of SF, “I think Koreans 

prefer realistic then visionary. . . . I heard that Korean people have grown up in an education 

system that could not encourage the creativity. This could be a one good reason too" (ey, 

personal communication, April 19, 2013), "we care more for action or visual effects rather than 

focusing on science story" (dh, personal communication, May 4, 2013). These responses 

represent the social circumstances of SF in South Korea; Korean people tend to be more realistic 

so that leads to less creativity. One participant also noted that some of the changes in lifestyles 

found in different generations may also explain different perceptions of SF. This participant 

described how he and his father and saw SF differently: "My father always says that SF is 

nonsense. . . . [SF] doesn’t make sense to them" (jm, personal communication, April 27, 2013). 

This participant’s response shows that different generations are going to approach SF differently, 

which can be understood when one considers that they were raised in different social 

circumstances. Earlier generations had focused on establishing an economic foundation to build 

up the society following the Korean War. In contrast, younger generations grew up with an 

established economic foundation. Therefore, younger generations have been able to turn their 

attention elsewhere. This indicates that both generational and social changes have occurred in 

South Korea and they have influenced the consumption of SF in South Korea. One of the SF 

professionals described this circumstance as a social need from his observation.  

People witnessed all Dr. Hwang’s drama [Dr. Hwang claimed to clone human cell but 

turns out he falsified all the evidences], the rising and the fall, and another drama 

between Koh San and Yi So-yeon on selecting Korean astronaut program [the final 

astronaut changed from Koh to Yi because there were some regulation issues in Russia]. 

Witnessing those events, I’m pretty sure people have started to see science and 

technology is not a childish topic any more. Follow with this trend, we should accelerate 

something more in SF and science and technology. (DW3, personal communication, April 

3, 2013) 
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DW3 believes that the Korean society is ready to explore SF culture now. This indicates that fans, 

the media industry, and government can begin to shape the future of SF culture in South Korea. 

Based on the needs, South Korea can build its own SF culture by producing creative Korean SF 

and encouraging cultural policies from the government.  

All participants considered themselves as Doctor Who fans and they all seemed to value 

the role of the imagination. To them, Doctor Who means: “the warehouse of imagination” (fan, 

personal communication, May 11, 2013). “The show gives me a lot of imagination” (fan, personal 

communication, May 11, 2013), “It’s …dream. The reason I said it’s dream because it puts me 

into imagination and made me happy” (dh, personal communication, May 4, 2013). For the most 

part, Doctor Who inspired participants to imagine. The imagination expressed in Doctor Who 

allows participants to think carefully and broaden their understanding in order to explore a 

different culture and knowledge.  

Because of Doctor Who, participants became more flexible with new ideas and 

perspectives, and their responses suggest why policy makers need to consider SF fandom 

carefully in the process of science culture policy making. Based on the fandom, fans seem more 

open-minded in any content related to their favorite shows. Also, fandom itself represents a 

grassroots culture, which science culture policy makers can easily recognize.  

 However, while some participants thought of science as an interesting subject, many 

other participants considered science difficult, or they were never interested in science: “I didn’t 

have any interest in science” (mw, personal communication, April 13, 2013). Participants’ 

perception of science did not change even after they became a fan of Doctor Who. However, their 

interest in science has increased since they began watching Doctor Who. In addition, their 

emotional attachment toward science has changed.  

I don’t like science. It feels like something cold; I like fantasy but not science fiction. 

Especially, most background of sci-fi universe made me scared. . . . However, Doctor 

Who definitely changes these thoughts. I used to think logically but since watching Doctor 

Who, I have come to think about the universe more emotionally. (kc, personal 

communication, April 17, 2013) 
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This comment is significant. Before watching Doctor Who, the participant perceived the universe 

as cold and scary (emotionless); however, Doctor Who helped this participant approach the 

universe with some emotional attachment. This is important because changing people’s 

feeling/emotion is very difficult when those feelings/emotions are already shaped and biased. 

This reaction also demonstrates another value of SF; it can create a comfort zone for non-science 

audiences to engage with science. Another reaction by participants was they became more 

interested in science, started searching scientific facts related to the program, and began to think 

more scientifically than before, even though they still viewed science to be difficult.  

In fact, I’ve become more familiar with science; for example, there was a news report on 

the Higgs particle; I read about it once. I didn’t usually read those things before, but now I 

read it first. Still, I have no idea what it’s about, but I try to understand briefly. Science is a 

really tough subject. (jm, personal communication, April 27, 2013) 

These participants’ responses caused me to wonder what kind of scientific information/knowledge 

has been discussed through their fan community. The main activities of participants online were 

searching/sharing information and making comments on previous postings. However, there were 

two participants with different activities. One was the manager of an online cafe and the other 

was the founder of a Doctor Who Twitter fan account. The manager and the Twitter founder tried 

to manage other fans’ information and the information related to Doctor Who within their online 

communities. Through online activities, participants learned scientific knowledge, other people's 

opinions, the cultural difference of the show, and the content of the show: “For example, in the 

first episode of the fifth season, there is a scene of Doctor asking Amy about different foods. 

According to the posting, that part is similar to the content of a Winnie the Pooh story” (jm, 

personal communication, April 27, 2013).  

 When I asked participants what scientific knowledge they’ve learned from Doctor Who, 

participants pointed out at least one of the following scientific terms from the show. Those 

scientific terms were space, universe, time, and energy, which mostly related to physics. These 

participants’ responses were supported throughout the textual analysis of online café bulletin 

boards. The café has many categories such as most visited bulletin board, report/suggestion, 
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must see board, event, reflection board, free board, information, Q&A, and fan works. In the 

information category, there are six sub-categories. One of them is titled Doctor Who information. I 

looked into the Doctor Who information sub-category for the scientific terms fans share. Based on 

NAVER service, when the term “science theory” was used to narrow the search, a total of 40 

postings were offered by 30 fans from June 11, 2007 to September 12, 2010. Among 40 postings, 

three main science theory themes appeared: time travel (eight postings), big bang (four postings), 

and parallel universe (three postings). One of the top postings with 24 responses/comments was 

about the time tunnel experiment posted on February 18, 2008. The posting was about the news 

article, Time tunnel experiment which can make time travel possible (news article from 

http://nownews.seoul.co.kr/news/newsView.php?id=20080208601003).5 The findings from the 

online café showed that fans learned and discussed scientific information from their café.  

 The South Korean government has encouraged science culture policies since 2000 (Kim 

& Choi, 2012). Even though there is great interest in establishing science as culture, the 

government budgeted only 0.5 % to projects of science technology research and development, 

which can be focused on PUS (DW6, personal communication, June 11, 2013). The organization 

for science culture policy, sponsored by the government, utilizes media to “support reports on 

news papers/Internet and also to spread scientific information” (DW6, personal communication, 

June 11, 2013). Because the organization was aware of the media’s great impact on the public, 

they made an effort to disseminate science projects through media. In this role, media was able 

to enlighten and educate the public regarding their understanding of science. This organization 

sees its role as one that is supposed to plan and promote “the dialogue between scientists and 

the public (DW6, personal communication, June 11, 2013). This organization also attempted to 
                                                        
5 The news article was in Korean, so I needed help translating the physics jargon into English. Fortunately, I 
had a chance to ask a Korean physicist how to translate the Korean into English. When he looked at the 
content of the news article, he found two incorrect quotations. One was that reporter quoted the foreign 
physicists’ experiment as ‘atom fission’. The physicist told me that the reporter should use the term, the 
proton-proton collision instead of the atom fission. The reporter chose wrong words to explain the method of 
experiment. The other was the date of the experiment on the article. According to the news article, the 
experiment would start on May 2008. However, the physicist told me that the actual experiment had started 
in September 10, 2008. Nine days later, there was some technical issues, so the experiment had stopped 
until November 20, 2009. The physicist knew this information well because he works at CERN—The name 
CERN is derived from the acronym for the French "Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire", or 
European Council for Nuclear Research. The conversation with this physicist shows how media delivers 
wrong scientific information to the public without any thorough check up. This leads to the concerns of 
science journalism scholars, the accuracy of media coverage on science. 
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heighten the public’s participation in lectures and science festivals. Because the terms fusion and 

convergence are often used in science culture policy, the terms were used to describe “the 

boundaries between science and humanities (social, cultural, and art) and science collaborating 

with other fields to make a new creative culture. Therefore, science culture can spread out widely” 

(DW6, personal communication, June 11, 2013). In spite of the effort by the South Korean 

government to emphasize science culture policy, Doctor Who fan participants did not mention or 

show any interest in current science policy. Still, SF professionals addressed some issues 

concerning South Korean cultural policy and science culture differently. DW1 pointed out how 

Korean society looked at culture as an industrial factor. He gave the example of “Korean Wave”—

the popularity of Korean television programs, films, and songs worldwide and how Korean society 

viewed it as an economic growth rather than a cultural phenomenon.  

Our cultural policy shows the lack of cultural awareness. That’s why I would say we don’t 

have any cultural policy. That’s how we think of culture, and we think of money. How 

materialistic is that? That’s the biggest reason SF cannot succeed in Korea. (DW1, 

personal communication, March 27, 2013) 

DW1 explained that one of the characteristics of Korean society is to judge everything in 

economic terms. As an example, DW1 explained the status of the South Korean SF film industry 

and the number of Korean public libraries compared to other countries. He related that the 

Korean film industry looked at western SF films as another genre that could bring money to the 

country, however bringing money alone would not enable public consumption of SF. Instead, the 

government would need to provide access to SF culture. One way it could do this, according to 

DW1 is through its support of libraries. DW1 pointed out that South Korea has about 500 public 

libraries compared to 3,000 in Japan, and 9,000 in the U.S. (Lee, 2011; Brief information on 

libraries in Japan, n.d.; American library association, 2013). DW1 thought the number of libraries 

could represent how government supports and encourages the public culturally. Therefore, he 

argues that South Korea does not have solid cultural policy. Following with the governmental 

approach, DW2 addressed the proper future science policy with SF in the Korean space industry. 

DW2 argues, 
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As the government especially wants to develop in science and technology, space and 

astronomical business, they need to let the public get familiar with the topics. To do that, 

SF will be a good medium to play with. Therefore, it makes sense to consider the 

demand of SF. The only thing is that the domestic SF has to follow that demand. As a SF 

fan, I prefer SF people (who are familiar with SF) to work on SF storytelling rather than 

business experts on space or technology. (DW2, personal communication, April, 3, 2013) 

This participant suggested there was a demand for SF because of the current space industry; 

however, the government still approached space projects from an economic viewpoint rather a 

cultural one. This government’s blindness to the importance of culture was presented by one of 

the participants, DW4, who actually had a chance to work with the government. According to 

DW4,  

Korea Foundation for the Advancement of Science and Culture (KOFAC) is a science 

culture foundation. They emphasize mostly one-time events. . . . there is a social trend of 

convergence. . . . People (authorities) ask to follow the trend. Science culture division at 

the Asia-Pacific Center for Theoretical Physics (APCTP) has published a webzine and 

does several workshops with writers. That’s convergence, right? However, when they 

(authorities) assess projects, they question why other non-physics related factors have to 

be involved in the projects. They ask us to do convergence projects and when we do, 

they give low evaluation, because we do convergence. (DW4, personal communication, 

April 15, 2013) 

This indicates that Korean government is aware of the social demand and trend of convergence 

but it lacks the proper approach. Their attitude gives the impression that the South Korean 

government is establishing science culture in a fashion that could be termed insincere. This 

governmental approach suggests why government needs to consider SF fandom and its culture 

seriously. SF experts discussed how SF fandom and culture should be approached.  

If that social atmosphere [society becomes more flexible on SF fandom or SF culture] is 

established, then there will be so much fun and cool things may happen voluntarily. All 

those fun and cool social events should occur voluntarily not forcefully. For example, if 
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those social conditions are trained through education, then those social events become 

people’s duty to do. So, if that social condition has been formed through training, then 

what would be the point? (DW4, personal communication, April 15, 2013)  

DW4 implied how Korean society treated SF culture and a governmental top-down approach on 

science culture. SF fans’ experience suggests how SF became an important part of their lives 

and helped them build their own viewpoint on science culture. They also found great value in SF 

because SF “is some kind of window . . . to see and experience the marvelous world that I’ve 

never experienced” (DW4, personal communication, April 15, 2013);  

[SF] directs my view to further space and asks me fundamental questions: who am I, 

what does it mean to be me and with my fellow as human beings, and the future destiny. 

. . . I wish people have a chance to meet SF because it suggests a new approach and 

excitement of a fresh wonder on [different] topics, despite the fact that everybody has 

different viewpoints, including me. (DW3, personal communication, April 3, 2013) 

SF professionals mentioned the passion and the pleasure from SF could be another valuable 

social outcome. It is important to see the value of SF in cultural realms because South Korean 

people seem to be getting ready for a new cultural period, but the government is still working from 

an old framework. That is, science culture policy in South Korea seems quite active and 

encouraging; however, in this case study, participants who have more interest in science than 

any other public entity did not notice or engage with science culture policy. This suggests that 

science culture professionals should pay more attention to grassroots cultures—so as to 

understand how people enjoy and engage with science.  

Understanding of Doctor Who fandom in SciCom 

Based on Doctor Who fandom, this study examined the relation between science and SF, 

and science culture policy in general. The fandom of Doctor Who presented an intertwined 

connection of Korean SF culture, science, science culture, and science policy. This general 

analysis of Doctor Who fandom suggested another way to look at Doctor Who fandom from a 

SciCom perspective. The definition of SciCom (Burns, O’Connor, & Stocklmayer, 2003), offered 

in chapter 2; defined it as 
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the use of appropriate skills, media, activities, and dialogue to produce one or more of the 

following personal responses to science: Awareness, including familiarity with new 

aspects of science; Enjoyment or other affective responses, e.g. appreciating science as 

entertainment or art; Interest, as evidenced by voluntary involvement with science or its 

communication; Opinion, the forming, reforming, or confirming of science-related 

attitudes; Understanding of science, its content, processes, and social factors. Science 

communication may involve science practitioners, mediators, and other members of the 

general public, either peer-to-peer or between groups. (p. 191)   

To investigate Doctor Who fandom in SciCom perspective, participants’ responses were analyzed 

in Awareness, Enjoyment, Interest, Opinion, and Understanding of science themes.    

Awareness  

 Awareness in this study is defined as the way people become familiar with new aspects 

of science. Participants became aware of “new aspects of science” as they started to watch 

Doctor Who. One participant said, “I often think that some contents/ideas of the Doctor Who 

might become true such as cyberman because these days, engineering shows further 

development. As we use artificial intelligence, there might be some errors like we see on the 

program” (fan, personal communication, May 11, 2013). This participant starts to see the 

possibility of transferring scientific ideas from the show to real life. In addition, another participant 

said, “Actually, Doctor Who has widened our perspective on science” (fan, personal 

communication, May 11, 2013). This participant has started to see science broadly because of 

the show.  

Enjoyment/Interest 

 Enjoyment, or understanding science as entertainment, is considered another affective 

response. The difference between Interest (I) and Enjoyment (E) is whether response includes 

voluntary involvement (I) or not (E). For example, the following responses present enjoyment 

because they express participants’ interest: “I got interested in various scientific facts such as 

outer planets, solar system, and parallel universe” (ey, personal communication, April 19, 2013), 

“I got more interested in Physics than before”, (jm, personal communication, April 27, 2013). 
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Otherwise, [Interest] includes voluntary involvement with science and its communication, such as 

stated here: “it was on foreign newspaper they reported there is a trace of water in Mars” (fan, 

personal communication, May 11, 2013);  

I can say that I’m interested in science, but I do not usually search scientific theory in-

depth. Mostly, I look at Wikipedia and get a glance of it. I think it was the last episode of 

the season; they dealt with the concept of pocket universe. I heard that concept was in 

SF novel so I looked at Wikipedia. (jm, personal communication, April 27, 2013) 

Participants became involved with scientific knowledge voluntarily because of Doctor Who.  

Opinion  

 Opinion refers to any change in attitude toward science. In this case study, participants 

mentioned their emotional change. I consider the emotional change as a different form of attitude 

change. As one participant explained, because of Doctor Who, his/her emotional reaction to 

science caused this participant to treat science differently.  

I don’t like science. It feels like something cold, I like fantasy but not science fiction. 

Especially, most background of sci-fi universe made me scared. . . . However, Doctor 

Who definitely changes these thoughts. I used to think logically but since watching Doctor 

Who, I have come to think of universe more emotionally. (kc, personal communication, 

April 17, 2013) 

This emotional change is reforming earlier responses to science. To this participant, the universe 

(science) is not cold and scary anymore because of Doctor Who.  

Understanding of science 

 Understanding of science presents how people respond to scientific knowledge, 

procedure, and social aspects of science. For example, some participants explained that they had 

learned scientific information from Doctor Who; “I’ve learned about antigravity” (r, personal 

communication, April 10, 2013), “I partially learned the concepts of the String Theory and Time 

Paradox, and I learned a number of scientific facts and theories through Doctor Who. As I came 

to approach the scientific theories related to space, I gained a complete understanding of the 

String Theory” (mw, personal communication, April 13, 2013). Additionally, because of watching 
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Doctor Who, one participant tried to learn and understand scientific information.  

In fact, I’ve got more familiar with science than before, for example, if there is news report 

on Higgs particle, I read about it. I don’t usually read those things before, but now I read it 

first. Still, I have no idea what it’s about but try to understand briefly. Science is really 

tough subject. (jm, personal communication, April 27, 2013) 

At the same time, based on the observation of the café bulletin board, fans shared scientific 

information related to Doctor Who. The main scientific knowledge/ideas were mostly about space, 

universe, time, energy, and physics.  

 In summary, Doctor Who fans experienced new perspectives of science [Awareness], 

became more interested in science [Enjoyment], looked for scientific information voluntarily 

[Interest], shaped their own feelings of science [Opinion], and grew their comprehension of 

scientific knowledge [Understanding of science]. Thus this case study reveals that Doctor Who 

fandom has a SciCom perspective.
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

Discussion   

Doctor Who fandom in South Korea reveals several interesting characteristics of Korean 

SF fandom. First, each participant group shows different levels of fandom as expressed in 

Sandvoss’ (2005) taxonomy of fandom—fan, cultists, and enthusiasts. Doctor Who fans who 

participated in focus groups, face-to-face interviews, and email interviews were among ‘fans,’ 

‘cultists,’ and ‘enthusiasts.’ According to Sandvoss (2005),  

“‘fans intensely follow a particular cultural text or icon almost exclusively through the 

mass media. They are part of an atomized audience and are not linked with each other 

on an organizational level. Cultists’ media usage is more specialized, as is their object of 

fandom. . . . they tend to develop through albeit largely unorganized ties with others who 

share their fandom. In the case of enthusiasts finally, it is not so much the original mass-

mediated object of fandom . . . as their own activity and textual productivity that constitute 

the core of their fandom. Enthusiasts consume highly specialized text produced by fellow 

enthusiasts, such as fanzines, which are exchanged through organizational structures 

such as fan conventions, fan clubs, or online communities. (p. 31) 

 Fan activity in this study varied from those who are SF experts who read and watch 

Doctor Who and engage with other SF materials and participants who watch and engage with 

Doctor Who electronically. Based on fans’ activity, even though all participants called themselves 

fans of Doctor Who, not all participants belonged to an online fan community. Some enjoyed 

watching Doctor Who and looked for Doctor Who related information on online communities or 

websites. Because they did not want to get involved with other members of online communities, 

some fans enjoyed individual activities freely by tweeting Doctor Who related information. 

However, these individuals were not associated with any Doctor Who fan community. These 

participants can be called ‘fans’ by Sandvoss’ taxonomy. Focus group participants fell between 

the labels of ‘cultists’ and ‘enthusiasts.’ They belonged to at least one Doctor Who online 

community. Some participants had experienced participating in off-line group gatherings in the 
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past. However, more often than not, they visited their online community frequently and shared 

information on bulletin boards (Information, Q&A, and fan works categories). Some participants 

managed an online fan café. For example, some organized events or managed the banner of the 

first page of the online cafe. In addition, some of these fans went so far as to request that KBS 

produce the dubbed version of Doctor Who DVDs. There is even an online café dedicated to that 

persuasive purpose. ‘Enthusiasts’ of Doctor Who gathered in an online café to share information 

about how to request and buy Doctor Who DVDs. Indeed, their enthusiasm was so great that 

media representatives and fans agree that they were the first group to demand Korean dubbed 

DVDs and make it happen. 

A unique characteristic of Doctor Who fan participants is that not all participants consider 

themselves to be SF fans, even though they identified the genre of Doctor Who as SF. Some 

participants hesitated to identify themselves as SF fans because they thought SF fan meant 

being more dedicated and avid readers of SF literature. On the other hand, SF experts were 

aware of the popularity of Doctor Who and recognized its genre as SF. As they understand 

Doctor Who fandom, they were not bothered to view themselves as fans of Doctor Who. These 

viewpoints indicate that Doctor Who fans are more closely aligned with the general public and 

suggests that any good SF television program has the potential to reach a much wider audience.  

Because of the characteristics of fandom, fans tend to be more open minded about and 

engage with social issues. One issue that came up in discussions with participants was their 

general impression of SF fandom, SF culture, and science culture in South Korea. To these 

participants, science culture is still a minor phenomenon in South Korea.  However, participants 

hope for a more positive future for SF and science culture. While participants discussed the 

issues of science culture in South Korea, some pointed out cultural policy is still missing. 

Ironically, the Korean government began to emphasize cultural policy in the late 1990s (McPhail, 

2010). Since then, however, most cultural policies focusing on supporting the film industry as a 

part of the ‘Korean Wave’ have fallen short of achieving their goal. That is, with a change in 

political interests, the status of the domestic film industry is not what it was in the late1990s.The 

South Korean government has accomplished remarkable events on ‘science culture’ since 2000; 
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for example, Korea Science Creativity Festival, Regional Science Fairs, Family Science Festival, 

and Christmas Science Concert6 (Kim & Choi, 2012). Along with these governmental efforts, 

science culture might be recognizable to the public. However, according to KOFAC, the main 

focus of ‘science culture’ is educating ‘science’ rather than sharing and establishing culture.  

Future Research 

The results of this case study provide scholars with many opportunities to continue 

exploring fandom in online communities and the technologies that enable them to gather and 

engage in the exchange of ideas and information. It also provides scholars with the opportunity to 

explore the various ways in which we might anticipate fandom moving offline and the possibility of 

building social groups interested in topics such as SF and science culture. To this end, perhaps 

the government and the public can begin to enact the Interactive Model presented by D. Layton 

et. al (1993). 

Questions for future research include, first, the examination of online community cultures; 

second, the adaptation of new technologies used by online communities; third, the exploration of 

the ways in which offline communities are growing and building future science cultural events; 

and, finally, the investigation of the ways in which different generations engage in science.  

With regard to question one, participants’ responses left many questions about online 

community cultures. One such question for future research might focus on Doctor Who fandom 

on online communities and whether or not they reflect general online community cultures in South 

Korea. Based on fans’ online activities, fans in online cafes and other online communities share 

their opinions anonymously. During the recruiting process, I found that people who visit DCinside, 

a British drama gallery and previous Doctor Who online café, avoid socializing with other people. 

One participant explained the phenomenon this way. Because there were conflicts among fans, 

for example, some prefer social gatherings while other preferred their autonomy. As a result, 

some people left the first café and created another fan café. In this circumstance, it seemed that 

there were several conflicts or disagreements between initial groups of fans vs. new fans. 

Therefore, British drama gallery in DCinside along with its users agreed to avoid friendly social 

                                                        
6 Information from http://eng.kofac.re.kr/eng/e2/e21/e211/v1.cms 
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interaction and, instead, emphasize anonymity. Fans apparently wanted to avoid future conflicts, 

so they chose to become more anonymous and autonomous. This could be because of online 

community culture or Doctor Who fandom itself. I wonder how the Korean online community 

culture influences SF online fandom. This issue needs to be investigated in the future to clarify 

whether the online community culture or Doctor Who fandom’s characteristic is responsible for 

this desire for anonymity. This is an important point because culture is developed based on social 

interaction, but if that is not the case for Doctor Who fandom or SF fandom, then an alternate 

means for reaching this fandom as a part of science culture will need to be found.  

Several scholars have examined how Doctor Who fandom survived in new media 

environments. In this case study, smart phone applications were used by Doctor Who online 

community of fans to communicate efficiently.  For example, FDWS online café staff used KaKao 

Talk, a free, smartphone communication application to communicate and engage with the group 

members. According to the café board, at least 2,000 to 3,000 messages were posted every day 

at that time, and 18 people expressed an interest in joining the group to chat face to face. It 

seems that the online café is finding alternative ways to engage and communicate; therefore, 

investigating the role and influence of smartphones on Doctor Who fandom can explain another 

Doctor Who fandom trend in new technology.  

With regard to question three, which focuses on building offline communities in terms of 

science communication, scholars should study the development and expansion of active, online 

communities as they become solid, offline culture-building activities that the general public and 

the government can collaborate on. This case study shows that Doctor Who fandom has become 

an active, online community that does not engage in offline social gatherings. In fact, SF experts 

and fans noticed there were no offline fan activities such as film screenings. After the focus 

group, the Doctor Who café manager and Doctor Who Twitter account founder considered the 

idea of hosting future screenings. According to FDWS, the first Doctor Who screening was held 

on July 13, 2013 at SF library at two different times. According to reflection essays of the 

screenings, the first event seemed successful. All eight postings explained how they enjoyed the 

event, and they wanted to have more screening events. This shows that there existed the desire 
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by fans to engage in offline events. Therefore, scholars should examine how the online fandom 

could develop into future offline cultural activities that could also bring the general public to 

experience science in different ways.  

Finally, because of the history of development of S&T in South Korea, one might 

anticipate that different generations will engage in S&T differently. In this case study, one 

participant mentioned that his father’s perception of SF was different from his own. This may 

indicate generational differences in the way people receive and engage in the genre of SF. While 

the generation gap on culture needs to be investigated in the future, Korea’s generation gap has 

been discussed in political and economic realms (Lee, 2006; Na & Cha, 2000; Shin, 2004). Lee 

(2006) presented three different generations—the older, middle-aged, and young generations—

as they experience Korean social, political and economic differently. The older generation lived 

under authoritarian regimes, emphasizing the “‘economic miracle’ but with restricted political 

freedom. Because of its memories of political upheaval and poverty, this generation instinctively 

values order and stability” (Lee, 2006, p. 126). The middle-aged generation lived through wresting 

democratic empowerment from the authoritarian regimes. The young generation has been born 

and grown up in a “democratizing society, with no experience of the authoritarian past. . . . In their 

daily lives, they fully embrace freedom of expression and choices” (Lee, 2006, p. 125). The 

political and economic changes led the middle-aged and younger generations to become more 

sensitive and aware of many different social issues. This case study reveals that these political 

and economic changes may impact science culture. Therefore, further investigation on the 

relation of political economic change on cultural phenomenon is needed as it will affect each 

generation differently.  

Conclusion 

This case study illuminates the relationships among science, SF (Doctor Who), and the 

public (Doctor Who fans). Fans of Doctor Who (who are closely aligned to the general public) 

learned and understood science through watching and engaging with Doctor Who (SF). This 

dynamic strongly suggests the value of Doctor Who fandom in science communication. It is also a 

channel for social interactions among members of the general public, who specifically engage 
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with a certain media product—Doctor Who. In examining this dynamic through the lens of the 

political economic perspective, we can begin to understand how the pubic, the government, and 

the media can collaborate in order to build science culture in South Korea. In terms of the political 

economic perspective, three important concepts need to be considered—“commodification, the 

process of transforming use to exchange value [importation/exportation of Doctor Who], . . . 

spatialization, the transformation of space with communication [global Doctor Who fandom, 

including South Korea], . . . [and] structuration, the process of building structures with social 

agency” (Mosco, 2009, p. 129). Mosco (2009) explained structuration through the “structure-

agency dualism” (p. 209) inherent in political economy. Similar to the PUS Interactive Model, 

Mosco’s ideas can be used to describe how the structure and agency impact one another. That 

is, just as structures compel individuals or certain social fields to act in certain ways, they—

meaning the individuals and social fields—have the ability to influence the structure. While the 

Korean government promotes science culture policy, the individuals of Doctor Who fandom have 

already constructed a science culture of their own that could be incorporated into government 

policy. According to the Ministry of Science and Technology (2007), science culture “emerges 

when science and technology interacts with other cultures in society” (p. 7). This case study 

shows that science culture, promoted by the South Korean government through different 

channels, already exists in Doctor Who fandom because the interaction of Doctor Who fans 

includes S&T, which refers to science culture. Doctor Who fandom constructs science culture 

without any governmental pressure or promotion. The Korean government needs to recognize 

this existing science culture modify its science-promotion policies accordingly. At the same time, 

Doctor Who fans should acknowledge themselves as a part of science culture. In so doing, each 

will have a better understanding of science culture. The Korean government can expand science 

culture policy based on this grassroots effort; at the same time, Doctor Who fans or any other 

expanding SF fandom, could collaborate with the government in science culture policy to 

incorporate their voices.
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and the information you provide will be routed for continuing review. 

Sincerely, 

Rosemary Cogan, Ph.D., ABPP Protection of Human Subjects Committee 
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APPENDIX B: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR FANS 

Q1. What is your perception of science in general?  

Q2. When did you become a fan of Doctor Who? 

Q3. Why do you like Doctor Who? 

Q4. What is most valuable in your online fan community? 

Q5. Do you enjoy your online community?  

Q6. What is your main activity on your online community? 

Q7. What do you learn from your online community? 

Q8. Since you’ve become a fan of Doctor Who, have you learned or become interested in any 

scientific fact/knowledge? 

Q9. Was any scientific fact/knowledge that you learned or became interested in helpful to you? 

Q10. Since you became a fan of Doctor Who has your perception of science been changed? 

How? 

Q11. You are Doctor Who fan. Do you consider yourself a SF fan? (If yes, why? If no, why?) 

Q12. What is your favorite science fiction (SF) television program? (Please name it and explain 

why.)  

Q12-1. If your favorite SF show is not Doctor Who, how does that SF program differ compared to 

Doctor Who? 

Q13. Why do you like SF? 

Q14. What does SF mean to you? 

Q15. Do you know any Korean SF films/television show? (If yes, what are they?) 

Q16. Are there any Korean SF films/television shows you like/dislike? (If so, why?) 

Q17. How do you think about Korean SF series compare to western SF series? 

Q18. Why do you think there are few Korean SF series? 

Q19. What could be the future for Korean SF? 
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APPENDIX C: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR SF MUSEUM DIRECTOR AND SF FANZINE 

DIRECTOR 

Q1. Would you tell me the history of SF in Korea?  

Q2. How does Korean SF history differ compared to Japan and other Western countries? 

Q3. Could you tell me general information and the current status of the SF museum/fanzine? 

Q4. If you are a SF fan, when was the first time you became a fan of SF? Did any specific 

film/television program inspire you? 

Q5. How did you become the director of the SF museum /fanzine? 

Q6. Did you launch the SF museum/fanzine? (If yes, when did you launch it and why? If not, do 

you know who launched it and why?) 

Q7. How do you feel about Korean SF compared to Western SF? 

Q8. What do you think are reasons why there are few Korean SF programs? 

Q9. How do you feel about SF fandom in Korea? 

Q10. What do you think is the value of SF in Korea? 

Q11. What are your hopes for the future of the SF museum/fanzine? 
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APPENDIX D: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR SCIENCE COMMUNICATORS, ACADEMICS, 

AND SCIENCE-POLICY-RELATED OFFICIALS 

Q1. Are you a fan of SF? 

Q2. When did you become a fan of SF? Did any specific film/television program inspire you? 

Q3. Did being a SF fan encourage you to become a scientist? 

Q3-1. Did being a SF fan change your perception of science? (If so, how?) 

Q4.  (Academic) You’ve published several books on seeing movies through a physicist’s 

perspective. What inspired you to write this book?  

Q4-1. (Academic) What was the purpose of the book? 

Q4-2. (Official). Is science policy in Korea currently taking any specific direction?  

Q4-3. (Official). How, if at all, do you use the media to inform the general public about new 

science policies? (For example, space project) 

Q5. (Official) Did you get any feedback from the public? (If you don’t mind, would you share some 

of representative feedback? 

Q6. (Industry) In Korean media there is less production of SF compared to other genres. Why do 

you think this is the case? 

Q7. What is your impression of SF fandom in South Korea?  

Q8. How do you see the value of SF in terms of communicating significant science information to 

the public? 
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APPENDIX E: RECRUITMENT EMAIL FOR INTERVIEW/FOCUS GROUP  

(TO BE PRESENTED IN KOREAN) 

Hello, I’m a doctoral student at Texas Tech University. I’m interested in science communication, 

especially in popular culture. I’d like to recruit participants for my dissertation study titled, “The 

meaning of being a science-fiction fan in science communication: A case study of the fandom of 

Doctor Who in South Korea.” 

 

The purpose of the study is to better understand the role of fan activities in terms of science 

communication. I’m interested in fan activity in online communities.  There are two different 

options for participating in this study. One is in a focus group of 8 to 12 people, and the other is a 

one-on-one interview. If you prefer one-to-one discussion on your fan activities, you can do an 

interview. Otherwise, you can participate in the focus group. Please note that an individual may 

participate in an interview or focus group, but not both. Individual interviews or focus groups will 

each take about an hour. If you are willing to participate in this study, please email 

(hj.kim@ttu.edu) or text (+82-010-3368-5359). I will contact you to schedule the interview or focus 

group.  Interviews may be conducted face-to face, or by telephone--you can choose the option 

that is convenient for you. For the focus group, there will be two meetings at the Science Fiction 

library in Seoul. The time and the location (http://www.sflib.com/112366) of SF library are 

attached. There will be a modest $20 incentive—a “culture gift card”—if you participate in this 

study. Your identity will be kept confidential, and the information collected will be used for 

academic purposes only. 

 

If you have any questions related to this study, please feel free to contact Dr. Wilkinson or Ms. 

Hyo Jin Kim.  

 

Contact information 

Hyo Jin Kim’s email: hj.kim@ttu.edu; cell phone number: +82-010-3368-5359.  

Dr. Wilkinson’s email: kent.wilkinson@ttu.edu; phone number: +1 (806) 834-0199. 


